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ISRAEL NEEDS FRIENDS
This is a first person, signed editorial - the f;ormat MANNA adopts

when the editor wants to put forward a personal view and invite com,ment and debate.

LAST MONTH, STANDING ON
top of the huge former rubbish
heap  in  the  new Ariel  Sharon

Park  near Tel  Aviv,  I  was  mightily
impressed  with  lsrael's  leadership  in
technology and ecology. But when the
Park's  chief executive pointed  in  the
distance to the site of ancient Bnei Brak,
where five great Rabbis of the Haggadah
debated the future of the Jewish people,
I was filled, not for the first time, with a
sense of having missed out.

It is in Israel, nineteen hundred years
later,  that  the  future  of the  Jewish
people  will  again be  determined.  But
the diaspora offers a unique and vital
perspective.  The diaspora is precisely
where the rest of the world is. I suspect
that  the  rest  of the  world  will  play
more  of a part in the  future  of Israel
and the Jewish people than any of us
would be  comfortable  with.  Hasn't  it
always.

A leading Israeli diplomat in Britain
recently  chided  me  for  my  attempts
here  to  build  friendships  with  the
Churches and other organisations. `We
only  have  fair  weather  friends',  he
said.   `So  who   can  we  rely  on?'   I
asked.   `Only  on  ourselves  and  the
Americans',  he  replied.  I  have  heard
versions  of  that  before.  Five  hours
away from Israel, in London, it sounds,
at best, a high risk strategy.

British  Jewry  watched  Operation
Cast  Lead  in  Gaza  with  growing
unease and dismay. Yes, we know that
we  live  with  a hostile  media but the
pictures  made  us  sick  and  shaky.`What have we gained?' people asked.
`What  did  we  lean  from  Lebanon

about  asymmetric  warfare?  About
defeating   state-sponsored  Islamist
terror? What have we lost in the coulf
of public opinion? '

I  see the  subsequent election result
as  a vote  of defiant despair.  It was  a
vote which asserted that Israel has no
parfuer with whom to negotiate a peace
based on two states.  All Israel can do
is settle for the status quo and build the
walls of separation higher.

But extreme right-wing nationalism
looks ugly at any time  and it was  an
Israeli  rabbi  who  likened  the  recent
march through Umm  al  Fahm to  the
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Orange marches of Belfast. The Israeli
diplomat  was   confident  about  the
solidity  of  American   support,  but
Obama and perceived anti-Arab racism
do not look like the recipe for an lsrael-
America love-in.

In  March,  I  stood  at  a  viewpoint
overlooking  Gaza  with  a  man  from
Oxfam,  a  British  o/efe,  and  a  brilliant
Jewish  educator  from  Kibbutz  Tsora.
The man from Oxfam painted the view
of friends abroad. `You have let Hamas
seize the moral high ground. You have
to  talk  to  them  and  expose  them  for
what they are by giving them authority
to  govern in Gaza.  You have to  enlist
the     help     of    the     international
community,  make  the  crossings  as
secure  as possible  and then  let people
in and out. Let the people of Gaza see
whether Hamas  really  has  any  regard
for their interests'.

The  British  o/e¢  said:   `You  don't
understand.  You can't possibly feel as
we  do.  You're  asking us  to  take risks
with  the  lives  of  our  children'.  The
educator tuned to me and said:  `To do
nothing is even more risky. We cannot
afford  to  give  up  on  the  two-state
solution.  Time-  and  the  world-  is  not
on our side'.

The leadership of British Jewry has
for a  long  time  focused  on  defending
Israel's  cause  and  the  judgements  of
Israel's  governments.  This  has  served
us  well  since the  misrepresentation  of
Israel's  position  has  been  rife.  The
media,  almost  by  definition  lacks  the
ability  to  contextualise  and  place  the
here    and    now    in    its    historical
perspective.    It   has    also   become
obsessed  with  the  ultimately   anti-
Semitic  view  that  all  of  the  West's
difficulties with the Islamic world have
to do with the Israel-Palestine conflict
and  if that were resolved,  Sri  Lankan
cricketers and tourists to Bali would no
longer be in danger.

Anxieties  about,  for  instance,  the
continued expansion of settlements and
the economic gap between Israeli Jews
and  Israeli  Arabs  have  long  existed.
But the collective wisdom has been that
to utter such views in public is to place
ammunition  in  the  hands  of  Israel's
enemies.

Those who  have  departed  from the
party line have usually come from the
margins of the Jewish community and
if they have not, they have always been
successfully marginalised.

Most Israeli's seem to feel that Gaza
was just another episode in the struggle
with militant Islam and the election of
a   right-wing    government    which
includes   Yisrael   Beitenu,   though
problematic, will at best still allow for
effective  talks  with  President  Obama
and  at worst  offers  time  for those  of
more moderate views to regroup before
another election.

From  here  in  Britain  things  look
different, more threatening, much more
urgent.  Furthemore what troubled us
most is now well and truly `out there'.
A change in the policy of British Jewry
is  iITesistible.

The  mainstream  of the  community
is utterly, unequivocally and uncondi-
tionally  committed  to  the  right  of
Israel  to  exist  within  secure  borders.
But the  mainstream  also  believes  that
the Palestinians, too, have their right to
a  secure  state, that Palestinians  inside
and  outside  Israel  must  be  treated  as
full  and equal human beings, that the
enemies  df Israel  cannot  be  defeated
by traditional state versus state warfare
and  that  democracy  and  the  values
enshrined in Israel's Declaration of In-
dependence   must  be   defended  -
publicly as well as privately.

The  mainstream  of our  community
now feels that it is in the best interests
of Israel to  make  use  of the  diaspora
perspective   and  tell   Israel  how   it
appears  from  five  hours  away.  Israel
cannot  "dwell  alone"  strategically,
psychologically, morally, spiritually. It
needs  friends  and  we  can  contribute
best to the retention of Israel's friends
by  sharing  both  our  love  and  our
anxieties.

The Refomi Movement has a duty to
offer  leadership  to  the  mainstream.
How it looks from Britain is a necessary
balance  to  how  it  looks  from  B'nei
Brak New Town.

This year the Passover Haggadah's
• Higi 'a z 'man k'ri ' at shema ' r:the I:rrne

for moming prayer has arrived] was a
wake-up call I



A visit to Rwanda in 2006. Rabbi Meyer with a group of survivors studying in Butare.

WHAT WILL WE  DO  NOW?

A;=:P:1:::%Nfu:i::tgh2:°L%:T#:i:
attention back to Rwanda. As the world
watched and asked how such suffering
could still be happening,  I  could not
help but wonder who today will dare
speak in favour of the Tutsis in Rwanda
and neighbouring Congo. As we saw
images of the warlord actions of Tutsi
leader Laurent N'Kunda which left so
many families in the region displaced,
hungry  and  sick,  I  needed  to  ask
myself, whom should we help? How
can one continue to  see the Tutsis  as
victims when there are now so many
victims? As  a Rabbi who  has  been
involved  for  many  years  with  the
survivors of the 1994 Tutsi Genocide in
Rwanda, let me explain why I believe
that we as Jews should be careful as to
whom we help, even when confronted
with painful images  and a desperate
situation.

Over  two  and  a  half years  ago,  as
part of a small group of European Jews
and   Tutsi   survivors   of  the   1994
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Genocide  in  Rwanda  who  currently
live  in  Brussels,  I   embarked  on  a
journey to the country of the thousand
hills,  seeking to bring relief and hope
to those trying to rebuild their shattered
lives.  We  were  united  by  a  common
sense of suffering. The Jews among us
could not help  but hear the  echoes  of
our own survival of the horrors of the
Holocaust.  Full  of  energy  and  hope,
we left the comfort of our own Europe
to face the reality on African ground.

This first trip was a success in many
respects  and  we  felt  that  we  were
making  a  difference.   Yet  as  time
passed,  our  enthusiasm  faded  as  it
became  more  and  more  obvious  that
our    work,    focusing    largely    on
preserving  the  memory  of the   1994
Genocide, was a futile  exercise  in the
face  of the  cold  reality  of the  Tutsi
survivors  still  living  in  Rwanda.  The

flow  of  information  from  Rwanda
came  via  the   internet.   The   emails
started  slowly, perhaps  once a month.
At first the murders appeared isolated,
random  even,  Tutsi  survivors  being
killed  by  Hutus  seeking  revenge  on
those  who  dared  testify  against them.
The murders were primarily limited to
the  isolated  hills  outside  the  larger
cities  and,  as  such,  remained  largely
uureported.

What  was  once   an  email   every
month  became  an  email  every  week.
The  list  of new  victims  grew  longer
and the events more detailed. At times,
gruesome  pictures  of bodies  being
dismembered  and  left to  bleed  in  the
open were also making their way to us.
Without  at  first  wholly  grasping  the
actual  meaning  of such  a  renewal  in
violence,  it became painfully obvious
that  as  the  Tutsi  survivors  could  not
even  live  safely  in  their  own  homes
and villages, how futile and absurd our
work  on  memory  really  was.  Who
wants  to  talk  about  memory  when
one's very survival is at stake?
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But  how  could  this  be?  We  are  all
aware  that  the  Genocide  came  to  an
end in late June 1994. How could Tutsi
survivors  still  be  endangered?  In  a
country     of    roughly     9     million
inhabitants,  the  vast  majority  Hutus,
close to 700,000 of them were accused
of having  actively  taken  part  in  the
Genocide. How can a country deal with
such  numbers?  Among  other  reasons
and  in  order  to  ease  the  overflowing
prison    system,    the    government
developed  a  pragmatic  approach.   It
would  grant  leniency  to  those  who
admitted  their  crimes,  gave  tangible
information  about  the  details  of their
past  murderous  activities  and,  lastly,
openly  expressed  regret  about  their
participation  in  the   Genocide.   For
many of those accused, this pragmatic
approach  resulted  in  a  few  years  in
prison  and  then  a  full  return to  their
villages   as   if   nothing   had   ever
happened. It was somehow hoped that
by  expressing  regret,  the  murderers
could  be  forgiven  and  a  policy  of
reconciliation  forged.  But  who  could
have  ever  believed  that  victims  and
killers could one day face each other in
the  hilltops,  villages  and  streets  of
Rwanda?   And   so,   the   repentant
murderers  of yesterday  easily  traced
back   the   identities   of  the   Tutsi
survivors  who  had  dared  to  testify
against  them,  found  them  and  killed
them. That is how a few isolated cases
of  murdered  Tutsi  soon  became  a
continuous flow of new victims.

The high hopes placed in the ideol-
ogy of reconciliation were such that it
took quite some time for both the Gov-
ernment  of Rwanda  and  the  various
Non  Governmental  Organisations  to
report  such  killings  and  to  face  the
resurgence  of the  genocide  ideology.

Af ter the military clef ;eat
Of the Hutu power base

in Rwanda, many Of
their members foed to
the Kivu region where

they were able to
regroup and establish

parantlitary bases and
structures. Their calls

f;or revenge, murder and
genocide have become

a dally routj,ne.
As such, it is both from

within R:wanda and
f rom neighbouring

Congo that the renewed
threat Of hate ideology

is cO,ring.
Alison Des Forges, senior Africa ad-
visor   to   Human   Rights   Watch,
reported in early 2007 that "Killings
of  genocide  survivors  cost  human
lives and threaten the delivery of jus-
tice.   Prompt   and   effective   law
enforcement is the way to  deal with
this  threat,  not reprisal  killings.  Re-
prisal  killings  have  been  rare  in  the
past,  but  if they  become  more  fie-
quent, they could spur a new cycle of
violence."  Sadly,  most  of the  ideo-
logical   structure   of  hatred   and

Tutsis gathering at a memorial event in April 2008. The 7th Of April marks the start
Of a period Of remembrance in Rwanda
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genocide is still present both within the
borders  of Rwanda  and  with  its  sur-
rounding  neighbours.  We  know  that
after  the  military  defeat  of the  Hutu
power base in Rwanda, many of their
members fled to the Kivu region where
they were able to regroup and establish
paramilitary bases and structures. Their
calls for revenge, murder and genocide
have become a daily routine. As such,
it is both from within Rwanda and from
neighbouring Congo that the renewed
threat of hate ideology is coming. This
is the complex backdrop to the current
crisis  involving  warlord  N'Kunda  in
his  fight  against  the  militias  of this
exiled Hutu power base.  So far, Tutsi
victims  have  been  few  in  numbers
when compared to the Genocide in the
spring  of  1994.  Yet  killings  are  hap-
pening  and  the  fear  among  the  few
Tutsi  survivors  of that  Genocide  is
omnipresent. It is through this prism of
scattered information and reports that
a picture is forming.  In this puzzle of
people, information and images, ideo-
logically motivated murders are quietly
surfacing once again.

As a group, united by our friendship
and by a common sense of history, we
debated  amongst  ourselves  what  our
next move  should  be.  One  thing  was
sure:  we would not be silent.  Seventy
years ago, in the summer of 193 8 in the
quite  French  city  of  Evian,  western
countries  faced  what  is  arguably  the
most shameful moral failure of the 20th
century.   At  this   stage,   Hitler  was
openly  preparing  and  fine  tuning  his
extermination  plans.  The  Jews  at this
time  were  still  able  to  seek  refuge
outside  of the  borders  of the  Third
Reich.  That  is  if  someone,  anyone,
would have taken them in.  Today we
know   only  too   well  that  western
leaders  and  their  populations  were
unwilling  to   open  their  quotas   of
immigration.   European  Jews  were
abandoned,  trapped  and  then  killed.
Yet,   this   moral   bankruptcy   was
partially  overshadowed  by  the  very
private  initiative  of  a  few  men  and
women,  members  of the  Association
of the Jewish Refugee Board of Great
Britain,  who  took  it upon themselves
to  force  the  British  government  to
accept  immigration  of  German  and
Austrian Jewish children under the age
of seventeen. They created, out of sheer
willpower, the Kz.#c7ertrcz7xpor/,  trains
loaded  with  Jewish  children  making
their way to  safety  in  England.  From
the end of 1938 until the very start of
the war, many Jewish youngsters owed
their  lives  to  the  willingness  of these
few  and  to  the   last  minute  moral

continued overleof



Tutsis gathering at night at a memorial event in April 2008

The body of a Tutsi survivor Of the 1994 Genocide, murdered in 2007 by a Hutu killer
freed from jail by the a,mnesty lows decreed by the Government
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awakening of the British government.
The  situation  of the Tutsi  survivors

in  Rwanda today  differs  from  that  of
the Jews in Germany in the late  1930s.
But can we really claim that there are
no   lessons   here?   Short  of  options,
pessimistic about the prospect of peace
and harmony, extremely fearful of the
post Kagame environment that will one
day come about and unable to envisage
a political  solution,  we  seek to  wake
up   Europe.   We   want   leaders   and
politicians   to   make   possible   the
immigration  of those  Tutsi  survivors
of  the   Genocide   whose   lives   are
hanging by a flimsy thread. When the
time  comes,  when they will  ask us to
let them in, to welcome them, will our
western  countries  be  ready  to  open
their doors, to enable them to live and
escape   certain   death?   Many  may
wonder: who are we - a small group of
Jews  and  Tutsis  from  Belgium  -  to
dare  ask  for  such  a  drastic  political
measure?   But,   who   are   we   to   sit
passively  and  watch  once  again  with
tearful eyes men, women and children
being  cut  to  pieces?  Can  we  really
witness history happen over and over
again? This time will we react?

I  return to  my  question  of who  to
help in this desperate situation of fear
and uncertainty. Who most desperately
needs our help and support before what
I fear could become the first genocide
of the 21St century. As a Jew, I cannot
be neutral in the face of such potential
horror  being  once  again  inflicted  on
the Tutsi population. I must take sides
and I must support the Tutsis in their
continued struggle to survive. But this
support  does  not  prevent  me  from
understanding the  full measure  of the
current  humanitarian   crisis   in  the
Congo. The actions ofLaurent N'Kunda
must   not   be    applauded   and   no
justification for the suffering his troops
have   inflicted  on  civilians   can  be
accepted.  How can  one be  indifferent
to  the  suffering  of innocent  people?
Yet, can we help everyone and can we
ever  be   in   a  position   to   support
everyone?  After  the  S7!oczfe,   ordinary
Germans  also  suffered  and  many
families were displaced. These families
were  also  hungry,  also  sick  and  also
victims.  The reality  of their suffering
was real and required immediate help.
Yet,  as Jews, this was not our call  of
duty. Today, as Jews, our call of duty
is to help the Tutsis in whatever way
we can. I call on the world to share in
the responsibility for the region. We as
Jews  will  help  the  Tutsis.  What  will
you do? .
DAVID  MEYER  is  a  jtabbz.  c}7zd  /ecfz/rc'r  cz/
various  Belgian universities.
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lF YOU
WILL  IT/

lT  STILL

ISNO
DREAM
Julian Resnick

IN NOVEMBER LAST YEAR I
found myself on the eve of the US
Presidential    elections    with    a

busload of Americans from Birming-
ham, Alabama. Early that moming, we
had crossed over the border between
Israel and Jordan on our way to Petra,
Mt Nebo, Jerash and Amman.  There
was  a  feeling  of great  expectation.
After eight difficult years, America
was perhaps on the edge of an historic
moment, signalling not only an end to
an  administration which seemed to
many to  have  damaged their inter-
national standing and had led them into
an   economic   disaster,   but   more
importantly the beginning of an era of
hope. An era which was going to return
America into a `yes, we can' country.

Shortly before, we had read from the
Torah of Mt Nebo and had recounted
that moment  of extraordinary pain  in
which  Moshe  stood  and  looked  over
the  promised  land  knowing  that  he
would not enter it but would only see it
from  afar,  when  the  news  came  that
Barack  Obama  was  to  be  the  next
president  of  the  United  States   of
America. You do not get more poignant
than that.

Today, the poignancy of the moment
and  its   symbolism  have  increased
sevenfold - or is it seventy? As I write,
we are now just over two weeks after
our own elections in Israel. But instead
of this being a time of hope, filled with
optimism and `can do', it is for many a
time of despondency.

What have we Israelis  done by the
way  we  voted  in  these  elections?  Let
us look at the facts:
•    The largest party, Kadima, has one

more  seat  than  the  second  largest
party, Likud, but together they have
only around 45% of the seats in the
Knesset.

•    The  right  wing  bloc,  the  so  called
Nationalist camp, has 65 seats in the
Knesset.  But  this  also  depends  on
today's definition of right wing.

•    The  Israeli  left  has  been  almost
totally  wiped  out.  I  have  to  admit
that after many years  of voting for
parties  I  was  almost happy  to  vote

for,  I voted this time for a party I
was  wholly  happy to  vote for and
my vote was wasted. The Meinad-
Green party did not garner enough
votes to enter the Knesset. So did I
do the right thing?

•    The centre  `will not hold'  for very
long as the power hungry members
of Kadima defect in return for the
promises no MP can resist - a larger
office, a secretary or two, a new car,
another  mobile  phone,  trips  in
Business class on EI Al.

•   The  orthodox  and  ultra-orthodox

parties  will  try  and  buy  untold
favours   for  their  constituency,
especially important in this time of
economic downturn.

•   Avigdor  Lieberman  of the  right-
wing Yisrael Beiteinu party -Israel
Our  Home  -  will  continue  his
campaign  to  repackage  hinself so
that  he  is  ready  after  the  next
elections to try and take the reins of
goverrment into the hands of those
for     whom     democracy     is     a
convenient  springboard  for  the
Putinisation of Israeli politics.
There is a wonderful line in one of

the  poet  Rachel's  verses  when  she
reflects back on the extraordinary days
on  the  banks  of the  Kinneret  with  a
group  of  young,  idealistic  pioneers
from  Russia  around  a  hundred  years
ago. She remembers the heady days of
those  who  wished  to  transformi  the
world. They wished to change not only
the  Jewish people  and their land,  but
the    world    in    its    entirety.    She
remembers  those  days  from  her  sick
bed  in  Tel  Aviv  and  she  asks:   `Did
those days really exist, or is this just a
dream?'

Here we are, sixty years into one of
the greatest miracles of Jewish history,
the  rebirth  of  a  Jewish   state,  the
renaissance  of the  Hebrew  language
and of Jewish culture, the  creation of
an  economy  based  on  new  possibles
where   previously   the   impossible
reigned  supreme,  at the  beginning  of
an  historical  process  of reconciliation
- as troubled and as difficult as it might
be - with  the  `other'  with  whom  we
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This time we need to
begin a process Of

rebuilding, Of
regroaping the people
who believe in a vision

Of the Jewish state very
different from the one
projected by the likes
Of the Likud party, by

Yzisrael Beiteirm, by the
Orthodox parties.

Almost 30% Of Israelis
did not vote. The vote

for the left was lost to
the centre as people

tried to block the
inexorable adrance Of

Bibi Netanyaha.
have   no   choice   but  to   share   our
birthright and turn the biblical story on
its  head.  It  seems  from  the  results  of
this past election that we are  about to
turn our backs on all of this and opt for
a Dark Age.

There  are  moments  in  one's  life
where  the  things  we  hold  most  dear
seem to  be  in  grave  danger.  At these
moments, we have a number of choices
and the  future  of our individual  lives
and the future of that which is greater
than  ourselves  hangs  in  the  balance.
And  we  hold the  key  to  the  way  the
pendulum  will  swing.  We  have  been
here  before  in  Israel.  We  have  had
election  results  which  at  the  time
seemed to  deal  a death blow to  all  of
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those among us who believe in a two-
state solution, wbo believe  in an open
free  society,  who  believe  in  social
democracy where the responsibility for
caring remains a shared responsibility,
who believe in a Jewish state motivated
by the values which we attribute to the
Prophets   of  Israel.   And   we   have
returned    and    have    often    been
confounded by those  who  have taken
power  in  the  name  of intransigence,
who  have then  acted  in  a way  which
has moved us forward, albeit haltingly,
towards     the     goals     of    ethical,
responsible Zionism.

This time we need to begin a process
of rebuilding, of regrouping the people
who  believe  in a vision  of the Jewish
state  very   different  from  the  one
projected  by  the  likes  of the  Likud
party,  by  Yisrael   Beiteinu,   by  the
Orthodox  parties.   Almost  30%   of
Israelis did not vote.  The vote  for the
left  was  lost  to  the  centre  as  people
tried  to  block  the  inexorable  advance
of Bibi Netanyahu. The Arabs of Israel,
some    of   whom    belong    in    the
progressive bloc, continued to vote for
parties which constantly focus on  one
issue  only,  the  Palestinian  question
instead  of joining  with  those  who
believe    that   there   has    to    be    a
progressive force working for a range
of  progressive  issues  and  not  only
focus on the national struggle.

I will not give up Lope. This dream
of two thousand years is too precious
to  forgo  because  of a  setback  sixty
years into the rebuilding process.  The
Jewish people still have a mission and
Israel has to be part of that mission or
the mission will cease to exist. It cannot
function independently of Israel.

We   need   to    build    a   political
altemative  which  articulates,  in  the
clearest possible and broadest possible
voice, the following principles:
•    Israel   as   a   state   which   works

relentlessly for the two state solution
for  the   Jewish   and   Palestinian
peoples-

•    Israel as a state where the principles
of social democracy are paramount.

•    Israel  as  a state  where  pluralism  is

not only tolerated but celebrated.
•    Israel  as  a  state  which  creates  its

defence  postures  on  the  back  of
social solidarity, friendship between
peoples and a strong military force.

•    Israel  as   a  state  which  will  not
tolerate  in  any  way  discriminatory
practices  based  on  difference  in
ethnic or religious origins.

•    Israel as a state which gets seriously
involved in greening itself.
The  creativity  which  is  needed  to

make this possible is enormous.
How  do  we  speak the  language  of

the  Jewish  people,  not  only  Hebrew,
but prophetic  language  as  well,  while
being    inclusive    of   those   whose
language  is  not  only  Arabic,  but  also
proclaims different prophets?

How  do  we  create  a  Jewish  and
totally democratic state without losing
the core of both?

How  do  we  extend  a  real  hand  of
friendship  while  at  the  same  time
taking responsibility for our safety in a
neighbourhood  where  some  of those
living here will do everything they can
to cut off the hand reaching out?

To  be  blunt  and  real,  how  do  we
dismantle  settlements,  respond  to  the
refugee problem, relate to the symbol
and  reality  of  Jerusalem,  deal  with
terror  while  working  out  long  term
answers to the set of questions outlined
above?

I  do  not believe that chanting  `yes,
we   can'   will   create  the  necessary
momentum. But I do believe that, from
my  knowledge  of this  extraordinary
country which has been my home for
the past 33  years, we have the people,
the  resources,  the  creativity  to  make
this  happen.  We  must go  back to  the
seminal statement of modem Zionism
`If you will  it, it is no  dream'.  It is in

our hands. We will not be able to have
the luxury one day of looking back and
saying  `there  was  nothing  we  could
do'. We have only one Jewish state .

JULIAN RESNICK, /or #7cr#)/ )/eczj.s cz /eac7j.ng
member  Of the  stolI:I Of the  Ref arm  Movement,
lives  on Kibbutz Tzora with his wife and three
children. He continues to expand the innovative
Jewish Journeys programme.
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HOW SUPREME
IS  LIFE?

JUDAISM INSISTS ON CERTAIN
principles and practices with which
even    Jews    possessing    only

marginal religious literacy are familiar.
Almost all Jews have heard of frczs¢7"/,
the dietary laws - even non-Jews know
of them. The most indifferent of Jews
likewise  have  some  knowledge  of
tzedakah,  chaLr.rty,  a,nd  brit  milah,
circumcision.

But try  asking  about pz.haczfe  77e/eLsfe,
and  never  mind  only  the  unaffiliated
Jews.  A  good  number  of  shul-goers
will also say they have never heard of
it.   Yet  pz.frc4cr¢   #e/esfe   is   a   critical
concept in Judaism.

To invoke pz.frzfczfe 72e/esfe is to affimi
the  sanctity  of life.  Though  the  temi
may be obscure to some Jews, the idea
should not be. The toast / 'cfec7z.in -``To
Life!"  -suggests  how  deeply pz.hac7¢
#e/es¢  has  penetrated  Jewish  con-
sciousness.   When  at  the  climax  of
Sc¢z.72c77er 's  fz.a/  Ben  Kingsley  quoted
the Talmudic teaching that "Whoever
saves  one  life,  saves  the  world,"  he
was express;mg pihaah nef ash.

Despite   the   centrality   of pz.fr"czfr
7ze/esfe, there is minimal scholarship on
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LA VIE HORS LA LOI: ESTLIL
PERMIS DE SAUVER UNE VIEC!

by David Meyer
Editions Lessius, 2008,

ISBN  978-2-87299-179-2
€18.00

it.  Rabbi  David  Meyer,  formerly  of
Brighton  and  Hove  Reform   Syna-
gogue, has taken up the challenge with
his new book I,cr vz.e feors  /c! /oz.,  or in
English, Life Above the Law.

The Paris-born Meyer is attracted to
subjects  that are  not often visited.  He
attracted  comment  last  year  for  an
original first book, Pczz.7c;fif/ Verses ("Les
Versets  Douloureux").  Conceived  and
edited   by   Meyer,   Pczz.#/a//   Verses
brought together three  scholars - one
Muslim,  one  Roman  Catholic,  one
Jewish  -  who  contributed  essays  ex-
amining  the  ugliest  passages  in  their
own holy texts.

Meyer  was  the   Jewish   scholar,
writing  on  Judaism's  most  dangerous

passages. The exercise was, to say the
least,  a  different  kind  of  interfaith
dialogue.  Our  tendency  is  to  expose
the unpleasant aspects of other people's
sacred books. In this case, the Jew, the
Muslim and the Jesuit each submitted
their own tradition to critical scrutiny.

The  book  drew  media  attention
across Europe. As Meyer explained to
one interviewer, "For a real  dialogue,
we   have   to   have   the   courage   to
confront   difficult  things."  Pc7z.7?/af/
Verses   quickly   sold   out   its   first
printing.

Meyer,  41, brings  a certain eclecti-
cism  to  his   subjects,  which  is   no
surprise considering his biography. He
was raised in France, studied in Israel
and England, is married to a Canadian
and  now  writes  and  teaches  out  of
Brussels.

His    religious   training    was    in
Progressive  Judaism,  at  Leo  Baeck
College,    but    he    is    not    easily
categorized.   Some  elements  of  his
thinking suggest a modem or "reform"
perspective    but   there    is    also    a
traditional sensibility.

One "essa.ge o£ Pairful  Verses wzLs
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that a responsible Jew is a leaned Jew.
Meyer   argued   that   the   so-called
dangerous  texts  are  dangerous  when
they are in the hands of those who are
ignorant of their religious inheritance.
Such   texts   can   be   redeemed,   or
neutralized,  if  they  are  read  in  the
context of Judaism as a whole.

Pcrz.7i;fi// ye7iseLr was conceived within
the  shadow  of  9/11.  .4bove  jfee  fczw
also  has  a  contemporary  context.  It
may  seem  self-evident  that  saving  a
life  should  be  a  sacred  principle,  but
can  we  really  claim  it  as  a  re/I.gz.oz/s

principle, especially in the 21St century
when, as Meyer writes, "religion seems
to be at the centre of so many conflicts
around the world"? It is hard to assert
that  respecting  life  is   inherently  a
"religious"   idea  when  blowing  up

buses  in  London  or Jerusalem  is  also
an expression of religious faith.

Another  way  is  to   ask  whether
pz.k„cz¢   #e/es¢   is   the   product   of
revelation, or a function of natural law
and  moral  reasoning.  What  indeed  is
the relationship between the two? How
we  answer  these  questions,  suggests
Meyer, reflects the way "we perceive
and understand the role and objectives
of religion."

The  challenge  for  Jews  and  other
faith  communities  is  the  considerable
distance between the word of God and
our  human  understanding  of it.  Only
God  is  able  to  set  out  a  hierarchy  of
eternal  values,  and  unfortunately  our
finite human minds do not have access
to the infinite mind of the Divine.

We   are  therefore,   says  Meyer,
dependent on our critical faculties,  as
applied  to  the  revealed  text  of the
Torah,  to  establish  a  hierarchy  of
metaphysical  values,  at  the  top  of
which has  come to rest "the principle
of life, our respect for it and our duty to
protect it."

The book's title refers to the precept
that when life is at stake, Jewish law is
suspended.  Pz.k#czfe  7?e/es¢  permits  us
to   eat   pork   if  the   alternative   is
starvation, or to drive to the hospital on
the   Sabbath.   Pz.4z4czfe   72e/esfe,   writes
Meyer, is the "exception to the cardinal
rule   in   Judaism,   to   respect   the
commandments."

There    are    exceptions    to    the
exception, the most famous being the
matter of idolatry.  Jews  are  supposed
to  choose  life,  but  if  the  choice  is
between  idolatry  and  death,  we  must
choose death - or so says our rabbinic
tradition.

Jewish  martyrdom   is  known  as
Kiddush Hashem, the sanctifi\ca.riion o£
God's  name.   It  is   something  with
which    many    modern    Jews    are
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uncomfortable. A willingness to die for
one's     faith     is     associated    with
extremism.   Moreover,  the  idea  that
God  is  honoured  by  the  death  of any
Jew raises concerns about the kind of
God this is.

The book's title
rof;ers to the precept
that when life is at

stake, Jewish law is
sc4spe77c7ec7.  Pikuah

"efesh permits us
to eat pork if the

alternative is
starvation, or to

drive to the hospital
on the Sabbath.
Pikuah nefesh,
writes Meyer, is

the "exception to
the cardinal rule

in Judaism, to
respect the

commandments."

Meyer explores the tension between
pilouah  nof;esh  a;rid  Kiddush  Hashem
within  the  context  of the  Holocaust.
The  Sfeoc7fo  traumatized  the  Jewish
people  in  many  ways,  one  of which
was the effect it has had on the way we
think about life and death.

Meyer takes a close look at the work
of the great, originally German Jewish,
theologian  Emil   Fackenheim,   who
insisted that the Holocaust bequeathed
Jews  a  "614th  commandment"  -to
survive as a people and deny Hitler a
posthumous victory.

Fackenheim's   notion   of  Jewish
continuity as a sacred duty remains one
of  the  most  controversial   ideas   in
contemporary   Judaism,   not   least
because  it  suggests  that  anyone  who
assimilates is a Nazi collaborator - as
if,   as   Canadian  novelist  Mordecai
Richler  once  starkly  put  it,  "marriage
to  a Yorkshire sfez.dscz was  comparable
to a trip to the gas ovens."

Meyer also has serious trouble with
the  assertion  that,  post-Auschwitz,
Jewish survival in and of itself is - to
quote  Fackenheim  -  "an  imperative
which  brooks  no  compromise."  For
Meyer,     this     is      an     unhealthy
interpretation    of   pz.k#cr¢    #c/esfo.
Fackenheim has  elevated the physical
survival  of the  Jewish  people  into  a
totem.  Meyer's  objection  is  that,  in
Fackenheim's  formulation,  there  is  a
risk  that  the  spiritual  "content"  of
Judaism becomes secondary.

On  the  one  hand,  Jewish  tradition
holds  that  the  sanctity  of life, pz.faz¢cr¢
77c/es%,   does  not  apply  to  a  life  of
idolatry.  Better  to  die  than  to  submit
before  false Gods.  Yet in  effect,  says
Meyer, Fackenheim wants us to commit
"1 'idolatrie de la vie". SuIV.rval tor its

own  sake,  and  at  all  costs,  becomes
itself a form of idol worship.

When   the   physical   survival   of
adherents    becomes    a    religion's
supreme value, what kind of religion is
it?  Meyer wants  to  know:  "Does  this
mean  that  all  violence  is justified  to
ensure  Jewish  survival?"  Meyer's
larger  aim,  suggested  both  in  ,4bove
ffoe I,czw  and  his  other  writings,  is  to
enhance    inter faith   relations.    An
obsession with the physical survival of
the  Jewish  people,  at  the  expense  of
Jewish ethics or beliefs, is often behind
Jewish fanaticism and xenophobia.

In the spirit of ecumenical relations,
Meyer has given up the final section of
his   book   to   Jesuit   scholar   Jean
Rademakers, who offers a commentary
on  the  preceding  chapters.  A  Jesuit's
observations on pz.4zjcz¢ #e/esfe will be
especially    interesting    to    Jewish
readers.   Christians   have   a   vivid
concept of the hereafter, shaping their
attitude  towards  "terrestrial"  life,  as
Father Radermakers calls it.

Ultimately, all people of good faith
imagine a world where respect for life
is  a  shared  value,  even  though,  as
Meyer sadly acknowledges, that is not
the world in which we now live.

The message of this book is that it is
up to us to bring it about I

LEONARD STHRN  is Editorial Pages  Editor
of  the   Ottawa  Citizen,   and  David   Meyer's
brother-in-law.



BARRY  HYMAN  TALKS TO

ALDERMAN  IAN  LUDER
L!ORD  MAVOR OF  LONDON AND  MEMBER OF

WEST  LONDON  SYNAGOGUE
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Q: You come to your exalted position
from fairly humble stock. Can you
tell us when and where you were
born  and something about your
parents and grandparents ' origins?

A:  My grandparents were immigrants
to the UK in the decade before the
First  World  War.   My   father's
family came from Ukraine and my
mother's family from what is now
Romania. My paternal grandfather
was a cooper like his father before
him. My father was a scbolarship
boy at Coopers'  Company School
in Bow and after the War became a
maths teacher. The Coopers are my
livery company.

Q; Do you have siblings?
A:  I have a younger sister who  is  a

schoolteacher, like our late father,
and  a younger brother who  is  a
Town Plainer.

Q: Where did you go to school?
A:  I   was   educated   at   De   Bohun

Primary  School,  Southgate,  and
then at The Haberdashers' Aske's
School, Elstree.

Q: Your father was a teacher. Did that
infouence you in some way?

A:  Clearly one's parents  are a huge
influence,  especially in terms  of
acquiring social skills, and moral
values. I also realised that teaching
was not for me, since I had none of
my   father's   huge   reserves   of
patience.

Q; Was  there  any  sort  of  Jewish
involvement/practice    in    your
childhood? My parents moved f rom
the United to the Ref arm movement
when I was  about eleven, which I
thoroughly approved Of - Hebrew
classes were once a week rather
than on Tuesdays and Thursdays as
well.

A:  The Rabbi, A S (Sonny) Herman,
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One's parents are a hage influence, especially
n terms Of acquiring social sJalls, and moral values.

I also realised that teaching was not for me, since I had
none Of my f;alher's hage reserves Of patience.

was a big influence, and I had my
Barmitzvah in March  1964.  I later
trained as a religion school teacher
at  the  Leo  Baeck  College,  and
taught for a few years.

Q.. You were taken to the Lord Mayor's
Show even as a child, I believe.

A:  The Lord Mayor's  Show was  an
event in the family calendar, and we
would watch it on TV - it is the
longest running outside broadcast
with    seventy-one    consecutive
broadcasts - or come and stand in
the street to cheer.

Q..What     was     your     University
experience? What did you study?

A:  I  read Economics  and Economic
History   at   University   College
London. It was there that I became
seriously involved in politics.

Q.. What took you into public life?
A:  I  have  always  felt that the  dice

landed favourably for me, and thus
have  wanted  to  give  something
back   to   society.    Besides   my
profession, I have served periods as
a school governor, Governor of the
Royal Veterinary  College  and a
Non-Executive  Director  of tbe
Homerton   University   Hospital
NHS Foundation Trust. I have also
been an elected member of a local
authority since  1976.

Q: I gather the Post Of:fice is sort of
responsible for your first big break
at the consultancy Arthar Andersen.

A:  My last year at University College
was  1971,  and the period when I
was  applying  for a job  coincided
with the Postal  Strike.  Given the
absence of electronic mail this had
a  greater  impact  than  it  would
today. I had decided that I wished to
train as a chartered accountant, and
to  do so with one of the Big 8,  as
they then were. I applied to Arthur
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Andersen  and Touche  Ross, the
first    and    last    of   the    firms
alphabetically, and my application
to Arthur Andersen was delivered,
but that to  Touche  Ross was not.
The rest is history.

Q.. What was your route from there to
partner at Grant Thornton?

A:  I was a Partner in Arthur Andersen
for thirteen years, until its demise,
when I joined Grant Thomton as a
tax  partner.  I  had  always  been
active  in  the  profession,  and  at
various  stages was  an  examiner,
then a moderator, for the Institute
of Taxation.  I was invited onto its
Council in  1983, and after periods
as Hon Treasurer, and Chairman of
the Technical Committee, became
President in  1994/95, the year the
Institute received its Royal Charter.

Q; When did you become irrvolved in
the City?

A:  I  was  first  elected  to  the  City
Corporation in December  1998, at
the  third  attempt,   and  became
Deputy Chairman of the Finance
Committee in January 2002,  and
Chairman   in   January   2003,   a
position I retained until April 2006.

Q; And when did you believe that Lord
Mayor was a possibility?

A:  In  May  2005,  again  at the  third
attempt, I was elected as Alderman
for  Castle  Baynard  Ward,  and
served as Sheriff in 2007-08. From
May 2005 I realised that there was
a real chance that I could become
Lord Mayor.

Q-. Is  being Jewish still  any  sort  of
barrier in business these days?

A:  I have never found religion a barrier
to my progress. Indeed, the City is
very  open,  and  I  am  immensely
proud   of  the   long   history   of
religious   tolerance   within   my

mother  Livery,  the  Worshipful
Company of Coopers.  Sir David
Salomon,  the  first  Jewish  Lord
Mayor in 1855, was a Cooper, and I
am the loth Cooper to serve as Lord
Mayor,  and the  9th Jewish Lord
Mayor.

Q.. Will  your  Chaplain,  Rabbi  Dr
Tor[y Bayfield, have other duties to
carry out for you in your year in
office?

A:  I  have two  Chaplains,  Rabbi  Dr
Bay field, and Rev Dr Alan Griffin,
who is the incumbent at my Ward
Church   of  St   Andrew   by   the
Wardrobe. They share the duties of
leading   grace    at   the   various
banquets I hold. Tony organised the
most moving service on the Friday
and the following Shabbat moming
in November when I was admitted
to office. Both he and Dr Griffin are
available for counselling and advice
as required.

Q.. Will your years in office allow time
f;or visits to Lord's Cricket Ground?

A:  The Mayoralty is an all consuming
year. It is a huge privilege to serve
this City as its Lord Mayor, a long
held ambition, and everything else
takes a back seat.

Q: What were your feelings on the day
Of the Lord Mayor's show?

A:  The Lord Mayor's Show Day is a
wonderful experience, the cheering
crowds, some 500,000 plus people
lined the streets and stayed, despite
the rain, and the experience in the
Law Courts will forever be etched
on my memory bank I

BAL:RR:Y H:YT\lIAN  is  Vice-President Of Radlett
&  Bushey  Reform  Synagogue  and  former  PR
Consultant to the RSGB.
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For much Of the war, public opinion, particularly in
the United States but also in Britain, was indeed
frrndy opposed to the coryunitment Of resources

towards bringing reliof to European Je:ws. Hostility
towards Je:wish inndgration was , if anything,

stronger than it had been before the war. For many
this reflected an unwtllingness to allow

hamanitarian issues to distract from the war effort.
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WIIY WE WATCHED.. EUROPE,
AMERICA AND THE

HOLOCAUST
by Theodore S Hamerow

W W Norton, New York, 2008,
ISBN-10:  039306462X,

pp.544, hb, $35.00

WASHING
OUR HANDS

OFF
BLAME

Daniel Tilles
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EVERY TIME THAT HOLOCAUST
Memorial  Day  passes,  we  are
reminded  `to make sure that the

horrendous crimes committed during
the  Holocaust  and  in  more  recent
genocides,  are  neither forgotten nor
repeated'.  Historical  research has  a
vital role in achieving the first of these
two aims - not to forget.  Equally, an
increased   understanding    of   past
genocides is expected to help fulfil the
second aim, too, improving our ability
to prevent future atrocities.

That   is   why   possibly   the   most
important field  of Holocaust research
is not the study of the perpetrators and
their  victims  but  of  the  bystanders.
These  were  the  people  who  saw  this
tragedy unfolding and who, to varying
degrees,  had the  ability to  mitigate  it.
And  given  the  acceptance  that  little
was  done by  the  outside  world - the
Allies, the Vatican, even Jewry outside
of Europe - specifically to assist Jews
trapped  in  Nazi-occupied  Europe,
analysis of their actions should infomi
the debate on our responsibility to react
to modem-day crimes against humanity.

But for those seeking to lean from
the past, Theodore Hamerow's W'72}; We
Wczzcfeed offers a depressing lesson. He
describes how America's refusal to do
more to help Europe's Jews during the
war resulted  from  a  "legitimate  fear"
that  to   do   so  would  have  proved
unpopular  domestically,  where  oppo-
sition  to   Jewish   immigration   and
antisemitism  were  well  established.
And her allies would demand to know
why  Jews  were  being  favoured  over
Poles, Czechs, French and other victims
of Nazi persecution.  This pragmatism
was balanced with an understanding of
the  specific  suffering  of  European
Jewry  and  a  genuine  sympathy  with
their plight. The result, Hamerow labels
as "a statecraft of carefully calibrated
compassion". Offlcials made tokenistic
efforts to  speak out  against the  Holo-
caust,  but  did  little  to  prevent  it.  But
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rather tban simply seeing this as one of
the  many excuses  for Allied  inaction,
as other scholars have done, Hamerow
goes  further by  accepting  its  validity.
He believes that the government "could
not  ignore  popular  opinion"  and  had
C`no  choice" but to  pursue the policies

it did.
For much of the war, public opinion,

particularly  in  the  United  States  but
also   in  Britain,  was  indeed  firmly
opposed    to    the    commitment    of
resources  towards  bringing  relief to
European  Jews.   Hostility  towards
Jewish  immigration  was,  if anything,
stronger  than  it  had  been  before  the
war.   For  many   this   reflected   an
unwillingness  to  allow  humanitarian
issues to  distract from the war effort.
But a specific antipathy towards Jews
was   also   a   factor.   Opinion   polls
indicate that suspicion of Jews among
ordinary  Americans  increased  during
the  Holocaust.  One  found that  on  the
eve of the country's entry into the war,
48% of Americans believed that "Jews
had  too  much  power  in  the  United
States".  By  the  time  of  Germany's
surrender, the proportion who felt this
way  had  risen  to  58%.  Nor  was  this
prejudice confined to the general public
-  contemporary  diaries  and  official
documents  reveal  that  antisemitism
pervaded the US administration, too.

This  placed  President  Roosevelt  in
an    uncomfortable    situation.    His
sympathetic attitude towards American
Jewry before the war had made him a
target  for  those  already  wary  of the
alleged influence wielded by Jews.  In
particular, many felt that Roosevelt had
been pushed  into  a  `Jewish war'  with
Nazi  Germany.  After  Pearl  Harbour,
conflict         with         Japan         was
understandable, but many struggled to
understand  why  the  country  should
also be entering the European arena -
unless  pressure  was  being  applied  on
the President to do so.

In this atmosphere it became difficult
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for Roosevelt, whatever his sympathies,
to    commit   precious   military    or
financial  resources  towards  helping
European  Jews.   Not   only   did  the
President  need  his  countrymen  fully
committed  to  the  war  effort,  he  was
also  a  consummate  politician.  Jewish
voters   `were   in   his   hip   pocket'
anyway,  as  one  observer  noted,  and
he  did  not  wish  to  alienate  the  large
section of the electorate unfavourably
disposed towards the Jews. As such, he
remained  unwilling  to  countenance
anything   more   than   sympathetic
speeches   condemning  Nazi   crimes
and  promising  post-war  justice  for
those responsible.

What  is  remarkable  is  that  many
American  Jews  were  acquiescent  in
this  policy.  As  Hamerow notes,  these
individuals,  often  from  the  higher
echelons of the community, feared that
Jewish  demands   for  action  would
exacerbate  antisemitism.   They  also
argued   that   Roosevelt   had   been
extremely  benevolent  towards  the
community,     and     that     publicly
criticising  him  or  allowing  him  to
become  unpopularly  associated  with
Jewish   causes   could   lead   to   his
replacement  by  a  less  sympathetic
flgure.

In  Britain,  also,  many  Jews  had
before  the  war  been  supportive  of
measures       to       restrict       Jewish
immigration,  fearing that an  influx of
refugees  could  increase  anti-Jewish
sentiment.  This  attitude  continued  to
colour their responses to the Holocaust.
Furthermore,  no  consensus  could  be
reached on how best to provide relief
to  Europe's  Jews,  with  one  British
official  noting  in  1943  that  "factional
disputes  and  internal  quarrels  [within
the  Anglo-Jewish  community]   have
intensified" over this issue.

There were indeed many Jews who
fought  desperately  for  intervention  to
help their European brethren, devoting

contirmed on next page
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great time, effort and resources to this
cause.  But  the  lack  of  a  united  and
coherent   Jewish   response   to   the
Holocaust, certainly in the years  1941 -
3, made it much easier for the Allies to
ignore calls for action.

Even when Roosevelt did eventually
change  heart  and  decided  in  1944  to
begin  supporting  rescue  efforts,  his
decision was at least in part influenced
by  political   considerations.   By  this
stage    knowledge    of   the    Nazis'
treatment of the Jews was widespread
and  public  opinion,  while  remaining
suspicious   of  American  Jews,  had
become  more  accepting  of efforts  to
help   those   trapped   in   Europe.   In
December      1943,     the     Treasury
Department presented  Roosevelt with
a report outlining the responsibility of
the American government in allowing
this genocide to take place, accusing it
of  "concealment,   misrepresentation
and  wilful  failure  to  act".  Originally
entitled  `Report  on  the  Acquiescence
of This Government in the Murder of
the Jews',  the  Treasury  Secretary had
diplomatically  renamed  it   `Personal
Report to the President' . Roosevelt was
waned that if these details emerged, it
would   cause   outrage   and   could
seriously affect his popularity in what
was an election year. So wasting little
time,  the  President  established  the
War Refugee Board a month later, and
over the remaining year and a half of
the  war  this  body,  with  900/o  of  its
funding   coming   from   American-
Jewish  donations,  helped  save  tens  of
thousands of lives.

Hamerow  is  correct to  contend that
American  policy  was  influenced  by
public opinion, but his belief that there
was  no  option  other  than  to  yield  to
popular demands  is  depressing -  and
worryingly   familiar.   All  too   often
today  we  find  our  own  governments
and  international  institutions  involved
in  their  own  ``statecraft  of  carefully
calibrated  compassion",  condemning
the   atrocities  and  genocides  which
continue  to  take  place,  but  offering
little by way of practical intervention.
While the circumstances may be vastly
different from the  1940s, the issues are
the same. Should leaders take political
and  economic  risks  to  save  foreign
lives?  And  should  a  democratically
elected government oveITide domestic
public opinion to do so?

The  answer to  both questions must
be `yes'. One would hope that a moral
duty to prevent genocide would trump
any   potential  political   costs,   be   it
charges   of   Jewish   influence   for
Roosevelt, accusations of post-colonial
interference today, or the enflaming of
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an  apparently  eternal   opposition  to
accepting    refugees.     And    while
democracy   empowers   a  people   to
select  its  own  leadership,  it  does  not
compel those leaders to bow to popular
opinion  in  every  decision  they  make.
Indeed,  it  is  often  their  duty,  in  all
fields of government, to do the  `right'
thing, rather than the popular one.
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But  attitudes  have  changed  little
since the  war.  Ivhile  some  effort was
made to intervene in the Balkans in the
mid-1990s, the general trend of policy
is  remarkably  similar  to  that  of the
Allies  half a  century  earlier,  with the
emphasis placed on bringing offenders
to justice, rather than preventing their
crimes  in  the  first  place.  Nowhere  is
this better demonstrated than in Darfur,
where,  as  during  the  Holocaust,  the
world has contented itself with making
sporadic  though  heartfelt  condemn-
ations  as  hundreds  of thousands  die,
and  has  now  begun  the  process  of
bringing  President  Omar  al-Bashir  to
book  at  the   International   Criminal
Court.  In Rwanda,  too,  the West was
slow to intervene and later paid off its
guilt  by  supporting  legal  measures
against those responsible.

While  ex po£Z justice  is  a vital  and
laudable  tool,  both  to  punish  those
responsible  for  atrocities  and  deter
others from committing them, it is no
replacement for preventive action. But
one fears that Bush and Blair's decision
to invade Iraq - a brave but completely
misguided move, ostensibly to save the
Iraqi  people  from  a  repressive  and
murderous  ruler  in  the  person  of
Saddam Hussein - and its subsequent
political  and  economic  costs,  may
further  discourage  Western  leaders
from  overseas  intervention.  Certainly
it  will  make  them  unlikely  to  do  so
without going through the painstaking
and  veto-strewn  process  of obtaining
United Nations approval. That further
delays  and  politicises  final  decisions.
The timid and ineffectual responses to
outbursts   of  violent  repl.ession  in
Zimbabwe and Myanmar do not bode
well  for  future  action.  Moreover,  the
decision to intervene in Iraq but not in
less   strategically  and  economically
important  countries  further  indicates
that  responses  to   state-sponsored
violence are not motivated by altruism.
We   must   be   careful   to   draw   a
distinction  between  genocide  and
`lesser'  crimes  against humanity.  But

the moral imperatives involved are the
Same.

On a practical level there is much to
criticise  in  Hamerow's  book,  which
offers little original research in what is
already  a  crowded field and contains
significant  omissions.  He  is  even
wrong  to  claim  that  any  efforts  to
rescue Jews would hal-e evoked public
anger  -  there  were various  ways  in
which  the  Allies  could  have  saved
lives without hampering the war effort
or having  to  accept refugees  on their
own territory. But it his unquestioning
acceptance  of public  opinion  as  the
dictator of foreign poliey, and thereby
the  implication  that  political  consid-
erations  trump  moral  responsibility,
which is hardest to accept. One hopes
that if we are to lean from history and
fulfil our promise of `neTer again', his
is  not  a  lesson  we heed.  The  impor-
tance  of  historical  study  is  often
justified by George Santay-ana's apho-
rism that those who forget the past are
destined to repeat it. But liistorians who
unjustly wash our collective hands  of
blame  for  previous  mistakes  may  be
condemning us to a similar fate I
DANII]L  TILLES  iras de77z j73 ZoHdon,  g7.ew
up  in  Wimbledon,  and is Of Polish-JeRTish  and
Finnish    descent.    Haring   completed   his
undergraduate  degree  at  OSiord  Brookes
University , he took a Masters at the Jagiellonian
University  in  K}.akcrw.,  Poland. He is  currently
in  his  second year  Of a Hisior]: PkD  at  Royal
Holloway, University Of London.
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In this year Of the bicentenary Of Charles Da:rwin's birth,
the long ru:rming debate between science and religion

has come to fresh prominence. We hope to address  various
aspects Of the topic in depth during 2009. We begin here
with a symposium by four people who have beck or  still

are working scientists as well as students Of Torah.
The Editor hopes you will agree that the f;our

contributors have opened the subject with
clarity, sensitivity and corrviction.

SCIENCE AND  RELIGION:

THESE
SCIENTISTS
HAVE  FAITH

The Professor
of Measurement

and Fellow of
Leo Baeck College

Ludwik Finkelstein

VIEN   I   RECEIVED   THE
.vitation  of  the  Editor  to
•ovide a brief account of the

impact that my education, training and
experience as a scientist have had on
my concept of God, I thought carefully
before accepting.

Science   and   religion   are   often
thought to be in conflict. I believe that
Progressive  Judaism  should  focus
more  on  its  relation with  science  and
have expressed the wish to contribute
to the discussion.  I  further think, that
as a scientist committed to Judaism, I
should clearly explain my views, when
called  upon  to  do  so.  Even  so,  the
expression    of   the    views    of   an
individual scientist is of limited value.
A wider, deeper and better-researched
debate  is  needed.  I  have,  on  balance,
decided  to  explain  my  views,  in  the
hope  that  they  will  help  to  stimulate
fiuther discussion.

I  am  by  education  and  training  a
physicist  and an  electrical  engineer.  I
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have     worked     in    the     field     of
measurement  and  instrumentation  for
over fifty years and continue to do so.
This education, training and experience
have shaped my world view.

My  scientific  education  has  firstly
imbued me with a drive to  know and
understand the world around me. I have
been educated not to accept beliefs on
the  basis  of  authority  and  tradition
alone,  but  to  examine  them  critically
and to seek evidence. I seek knowledge
based  on  empirical  facts  and  logical
reasoning from such facts. I have been
educated  and  trained  to  realise  and
admit the limits of my knowledge and
understanding.

This    scientific    attitude    makes
fundamentalism impossible and makes
me  think  critically  about  religious
concepts.

As  an engineer,  I have  learned that
in most practical situations you have to
resolve conflicting objectives and take
the best decision you can with limited
knowledge  and understanding.  I  have
also  leaned the  limitations  of natural
science  and  the  importance  of social
and psychological factors.

My engineering formation made me
approach religion from the bottom-up
ratber  than  from  the  top-down.   I
started with the practice of religion and
am working towards an understanding

Jewish thought
provides me with
guidance in ray
relcdions to self;
others and the
natural world.

It is a franework
fior dealing with
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which science does
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where it provides
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of the existence and attributes of God,
rather  than  starting  with  a  view  of
God.

Born  a  Jew,  I  had  the  choice  of
accepting, or rejecting the traditions of
my  people.  I  made  a  deliberate  and
thoughtful   choice   of   committing
myself to  Judaism with  a progressive
ideology. Its practice provides me with
personal  fulfilment,  a  framework  for
family life, and a set of values which I
consider are right.

The centre of my Jewish life is study.
My scientific mode of thought makes
me  apply  the  critical  approach  of
modem scholarship to the fundamental
texts  of  Judaism.  I  see  in  them  an
inspired  human  striving  for  moral
values  and  an  understanding  of the
world   which   leads   to   continuing
revelation.  They  are  to  me  a  living
chain  of tradition.  I  endeavour  to  be
part of it. I consider scientific inquiry,
and   the   knowledge   it   brings,    a
complementary     and     compatible
enterprise.

I  accept the  ceremonies  and rituals
of Judaism  as valid and valuable, not
only  culturally  but  spiritually.  I  have
no  difficulties  with  the  language  of
prayer.  While  it  occasionally  raises
problems of belief,  it is  sanctified by
tradition,  sublime  in form,  a stimulus
to  intellectual  reflection  and  a  source
of  emotional  uplift.  I  understand  its
language as metaphor.

Jewish  thought  provides  me  with
guidance in my relations to self, others
and the natural world. It is a framework
for dealing with birth, human relations
and death. They are all matters which
science  does  not  address,  or where  it
provides inadequate treatment.

I finally come to answer the question
how  this  impacts  on  my  concept  of
God.  My  concepts  are  uncertain  and
imperfect.  I  find  that  the  words  of
traditional Jewish prayer best express
my understanding of the Etemal. They
articulate  my  awe  at  the  order  and
beauty of the universe and a declaration
of belief in ethical values. I understand
the   words   as   metaphor.   Science
frequently uses metaphors and models
to handle difficult concepts.

Finally I explained that my formation
as  a  scientist  and  engineer influences
my approach to religion.  It also  influ-
ences my understanding of God. And
when your knowledge and understand-
ing are inadequate, continue study and
research I

PROFESSOR LUDWIK FINRELSTEIN OBE
FR:Eng  is   Senior  Research  Fellow  in  the
Measurement  and  Instrumentation  Centre  Of
City University London. His scientific education
and work are described in http://www.city.ac.uk
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The Doctor/Rabbi

Margaret Jacobi

DISCOVERING GOD HAS FOR
me been a long  and sometimes
painful journey.  Like  science

itself, it has been a journey of fmding,
losing  and  re-evaluating.  So  it  is  not
suxprising that I followed bothjoumeys,
of  science   and  discovering   God,
together for several years.

One  of the  reasons  I  wanted,  aged
eighteen, to study medicine, was to find
cures  for  disease.  I  had  no  idea  that
science did not work like that, and that
one  built  on  what  others  had  found,
increment  by  increment,  and  rarely
made a great leap. But still, three years
later,  I had  discovered the  excitement
of science, of asking questions, sorting
through  contradictory  evidence  and
devising  experiments  to  test  the  next
hypothesis.

That  summer,  I  went  to  a  World
Union for Progressive Judaism, Youth
Section (WUPJYS) Conference. Rabbi
David   Freeman   spoke   about   the
challenge  he  had  experienced  to  his
faith when faced with a young woman
dying of cancer. Soon, I was faced with
the same challenge when I started my
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clinical  medical  training.  For me,  the
hardest  words  in  our prayers  are  still
`Baruch  Atah...   Rofe  hacholim  -

blessed are You... who heals the sick.'
I know the words can be interpreted in
different ways,  but they  still  bring  to
mind for me the terrible illnesses that
people  suffer  without  any  hope  of
cure.  That  experience  ended  for  me
any  relics  of a  childhood  belief in  a
God  who  intervenes  directly  in  the
world.

At the same time, I was finding God
in    another    way.    As    I    studied
physiology, the wonders of the human
body,  the  way  millions  of  complex
processes come together to maintain it,
I was amazed.  V\/hat Abraham Joshua
Heschel  called   `radical  amazement'
resonated with me: "Wonder or radical
amazement  is  the  chief characteristic
of  a  religious  man's   [sic]   attitude
toward history and nature... To find an
approximate cause of a phenomenon is
no answer to his ultimate wonder."

Reconstructionist thinkers have also
helped   me   to    think   about   God
differently.       Mordecai       Kaplan
described  God  as   ``the  power  that
works  for  salvation,"  by  which  he
meant "`the complete and harmonious
fulfillment of all the physical,  mental
and  moral  powers  with  which  the
human self. . .  is endowed." God is the
name we give to the power that helps
us to be the best we can. Evolutionary
biologists  might  claim  to  account  for
the altruistic impulse, but to show that
altruism   may   have   evolutionary
benefits is not to prove that it is solely
the result of evolution.

Equally helpfully, Harold Schulweis,
a  contemporary  American  rabbi,  and
others  have  written  of how  we  find
God,    not    in    grand    miraculous
interventions,  but  in  the  strength  we
find  in  community,  in  the  depths  of
courage we can find within us at times
of crisis  and  the  consolation  we  can
bring  each  other  at  times  of grief.  I
spoke about this once in a sermon, and
my  father  said  it  is  just  what  Lily
Montagu,   long  before   Schulweis,
would have said.

I have moved in my understanding
from  a  predominantly  transcendent
God, the creator of the universe, to the
sense  of a more  immanent God,  who
guides  and  sustains  me,  and  I  try  to
hold the two in balance. Evolution has
challenged the way I understand God
as creator. I have never been impressed
by   arguments   which   attempt   to
reconcile  evolution  and  creation  by
equating  the  biblical   `day'   with  so
many  millions  of years.  Science  and

continued on page  19
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ivl%NINIA
ESSAY

THE FEMINIST
TRANSFORMATIONOFTUDAISM

Elizabeth Tikvah Sarah

LET  ME  BEGIN  IN  GOOD
Jewish    fashion    with    four
questions: Why Jewish femi-

nism? What is Jewish feminism trying
to achieve? What difference has over
three  decades  of Jewish  feminism
made to Jewish life and teaching? Is it
possible   for   Jewish   feminism  to
transform Judaism in such a way that
Jewish daughters, together with Jewish
sons, receive an equal inheritance?

Let me remind you of a biblical tale
that is sometimes overlooked:

Who is not familiar with the story of
`Joseph  and  his  brothers?'   (Genesis

chapter  37ff.).  Intriguingly,  after
Joseph's  brothers  have  sold him to  a
travelling  caravan  of merchants,  the
Torah interrupts  the  Joseph narrative
and turns to a story about Judah, one of
Joseph's  older  brothers,  and  Jacob's
fourth son.

We read in Genesis chapter 3 8 (: 1 ff.)
that  after  `he  went  down'  from  his
brothers, Judah `took' the daughter of
a Canaanite named Shu'ah, who bore
him  three  sons,  Er,  On  and  Shelah.
Later, Judah `took' a wife for Er named
Tamar. But Er's wickedness incited the
Eternal  to  kill  him.  After  this,  On
refused to produce a son with his sister-
in-law in his dead brother's name, and
so was also killed by God - for spilling
his  seed.  Judah then promised Tamar
that when Shelah grew up, she would
be married to him.

But Judah did not keep his promise
-  and  so  Tamar  was  forced  to  take
drastic  action  (:12fty:  When  Tamar
leant that her father-in-law was going
up to  Timnah to  shear his  sheep,  she
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took   off  ber   widow's   garments,
disguised herself,  and waited for hin
along the way. Mistaking his daughter-
in-law    for    a    prostitute,    Judah
approached her and offered her a "kid
of the goats" in return for her services.
Tamar  responded  by  asking  him  to
leave her a pledge until the kid arrived.
Later,  when  Judah  seat  his  friend
Hirah, the Adullamite to  look for the
prostitute  and  bring  her  the  kid,  he
could not find her and was told that a
prostitute  had  not  been  there.  Three
months later, Judah was informed that
his  daughter-in-law  had  "played  the
harlot"  and  was  now  pregnant.  In
response  to  this  information,  Judah
called  for her to  be brought  out  and
bunt.  But  then  Tamar  showed  her
father-in-law the items that he had left
her as  a pledge,  and seeing them, he
acknowledged  that   "She  is  more
righteous than I, because I did not give
her to Shelah my son" (:26).

Yes,  Tamar was  "more  righteous"
than Judah,  who  had  casual  sex just
because he felt like it. In the patriarchal
world the Torah describes, a childless
widow had only one option - to mary
again, and bear a son.  Tamar was not
an independent actor; unlike Judah, she
could not simply decide to go her own
way. And yet, trapped by her situation
and status as a childless widow, Tamar
took the initiative -took charge of her
own fate in the only context that was
possible  for  her:   by  becoming   a
mother.  And  so,  the  tale  that  begins
with` Judah  ends  with  Tamar  giving
birth to  twin  sons,  Zerah  and Peretz
(:28-30).

The  story  of Joseph resumes  again
at Genesis chapter 39. But the purpose
of this detour is not simply to highlight
the role of a key brother in the Joseph
narrative:  Tamar's  twin  sons  signify
the next generation; Tamar went to the
limits  of her position  as  a  dependaut
woman to take action for the sake of
the future. But it is precisely in the act
of doing  this  that  the  tale  of Tamar
underscores the nature of the patriarchal
universe of the Torah, and so reminds
the reader of the gender-score.

In this way, this interruption in the
Joseph narrative is very similar to the
story of Jacob's  only daughter,  Dina,
which  interrupts  the  Jacob  narrative
(Genesis   34:1ff).   Who  was   Dina?
Leah's  seventh  child  (Genesis  30:21)
and  Jacob's  only  daughter,  she  is
largely  overlooked  amongst  all  those
sons. What does the Torah tell us about
Dina? Very little: She goes out on her
own; she is raped by Shechem, the son
of   Hamor,    a   Hivite   prince.    A
cautionary  tale,  perhaps?  Ironically,
the story of Dina, that ends in a revenge
/esf, as her brothers murder the men of
Shechem's  city  in  retaliation  for
Shechem's  "outrage  against  Israel"
(:7),  begins  with  Dina  going  out  "to
see the daughters of the land" (: 1): The
only  daughter  in  search  of  other
daughters - who  in the  landscape  of
the Torah are only rarely to be seen.

The   tales   of  Dina   and   Tamar
interrupttheflowtoremindustonotice
how women serve whatever Torah tale
they play a part in, but are never served
by  it.  Why  am  I  reminding  you  of
them? They reflect a world long since
past,  after all.  I have chosen to begin
this  exploration  of Jewish  feminism
with Tamar and Dina for three reasons:

The first reason: There are still parts
of the world today, where the only life-
path available to daughters is to leave
the house  of their father,  marry,  and
produce  sons  for their father-in-1aw's
family; there are also still parts of the
world  where  women  suspected  of
having sex outside marriage are killed
by  their  families;  and  there  are  still
parts  of the  world  today,  where  the
brothers  of an urmaried  sister,  who
has lost her virginity to a man that has
not been chosen for her by her father,
will   avenge   her   lost   honour  by
wreaking  violence  on  the  offending
man and his family - and all too often,
on their sister as well.

The second reason: One of the most
important     contributions     Jewish
feministshavemadetoJewishteaching
in  recent years  has  been  to  read  the
Torah from the perspective of Jewish
women. In doing this, Jewish feminists



have    not    only    highlighted    the
patriarchal  stance  of the  Torah,  they
have  also  drawn  attention to  the  few
female  characters  included  in  the
Torah's narratives and to their various
contributions to the Jewish inheritance.

The  third reason:  Since  the  annual
re-reading of Torah, week after week,
remains a central rite of Jewish life, we
are continually returned to the roots of
our  tradition  in  a  patriarchal  world.
And so, we are challenged by at least
another four questions that go beyond
the  four  with  which  I  began:  Is  it
possible to create an egalitarian Jewish
present and future despite a patriarchal
past, which continues to reassert itself?
Given the role of Rabbinic Judaism in
reinforcing  the  gender  divisions  we
find  in  the   Torah  by   creating   a
framework  for  Jewish  life,  in  which
women   and   men   occupy   utterly
separat`e and unequal roles, what needs
to  be  changed  in  order  for  Jewish
women today to participate fully and
equally, alongside Jewish men? Given
the continuing attachment of the vast
majority of orthodox Jews to rabbinic
7zcz/czfa¢czfe and centuries  of tradition, is
it possible for these changes to be made
in a meaningful way largely within the
confines of progressive Judaism? In so
far as it is possible for Jewish feminism
to    transform    Judaism    into    an
egalitarian inheritance, to what extent
would that egalitarian inheritance still
be recognisable as Judaism?

These  questions  go to the heart of
the Jewish feminist project. To address
them, we need to acknowledge that in
reading the Torah each week, we are
not only endlessly repeating the tales
of our beginnings; we are also remind-
ing  ourselves  that  the  Torah  is  the
source  of Jewish  teaching.  So  let  us
return  to  the  Torah  to  ask  another
question - one raised by the Revela-
tion  narrative:  When  the  ex-slaves
were  gathered  at Mount  Sinai,  seven
weeks after their departure from Egypt,
did the women enter the covenant with
the Etemal One, or were they simply
onlookers?

Just  prior  to  the  account  of the
Revelation,  we  read  (Exodus   19:10-
11):  `The Etemal  One  said to  Moses:
"Go to the people,  and sanctify them
today and tomorrow, and let them wash
their garments, / and be ready for the
third  day;  for  on  the  third  day  the
Eternal  One  will  come  down  in  the
sight  of all  the  people  upon  Mount
Sinai".  But  then,  when  Moses  is
repeating  this  instruction,  he  only
addresses  the  men  (19:15):  `Then  he
said to  the people;  "be  ready for the
third day; do not come near a woman". '
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So,  did God address  everyone - or
only the males? A few verses  earlier,
just  after  the  people  have  arrived  at
Sinai, the first encounter there between
the Eternal One and Moses, opens with
this  proclamation  (19:3):  `Thus  shall
you  say  to  the  house  of Jacob  and
declare  to  the  children  of  Israel'.
Interpreting what looks like repetition,
we find this comment in the midrash:
`The  house  of  Jacob  refers  to  the

women;  the  children  of Israel  to  the
men'  (Mechilta  d'  Rabbi  Yishma'el,
Ba-Chodesh 11). This rabbinic comment
suggests inclusion -but if we examine
the comment more closely, we see that
it also  suggests  segregation.  Rabbinic
teaching,    rooted    in    the    sages'
interpretations  of the Torah, makes it
clear  that  while  men  are  responsible
for  the  public  realm  of Jewish  life,
women  are  confined  to  the  home,
where, exempt from prayer and study,
their  main   obligations   centre   on
lighting  the  Shabbat  and  festival
candies,  dividing  the  c%crJ/crfe  dough,
and  maintaining  the  laws  of family
pNIky  -taharat  ha-mishpachch(\).
Women  are  included,  but  their  role
within Jewish life, defined by men, is
privatised and limited. In other words,
the   rabbis   were   responsible   for
constructing a halakhic framework in
which  the  male  `children  of Israel'
occupied  the  public  stage,  while  the
females who constituted `the house of
Jacob'  were confined to the domestic
arena.

So, where was Miriam at Sinai? The
eldest child of Alnram and Yocheved,
instrumental in saving the life of her
baby  brother,  Moses  (Ex.  2),  as  the
Exodus began, Miriam led the fugitive
slaves  in  dancing  and  song,  through
the Sea of Reeds (Exodus 15:20-21) -
and the Torah even calls her a 79 'vz. 'cz72
-  prophetess  (:20).  However,  desig-
mated as  `the  sister  of Aaron'  (ibid.),
who,  despite  his  later  role  as  High
Priest,  plays  second  fiddle  to  his
younger  brother,  Miriam  is  margin-
alised  from  the  narrative.  Indeed,
Miriam is not mentioned in the Book
of Exodus after the crossing of the Sea.
All that the Torah has to say about her
amounts to just thirty verses in all; six-
teen  of which,  occupying  one  short
chapter in Numbers, are taken up with
Miriam's  rebellion  against  Moses  -
and   her   subsequent   punishment:
Miriam, with a complicit Aaron at her
side,  "spoke"  against  Moses  -  the
Hebrew   says,    Vcr-Z'c7czbz>ez.r,    "She
spoke"  -  because  he  had  married  a
Cushite woman (Numbers  12: 1);  and,
even more  significantly,  she spoke to
protest  Moses'  exclusive  relationship

with God (:2).
Interestingly,  the  midrashic  com-

mentary regarding Miriam goes  some
way  to  compensate  for the  marginal
role  she plays  in the Torah narrative.
Since the Torah refers to Miriam as a
prophetess  -7?'vz.'c77z  -the  rabbis
needed  to  explain  the  nature  of her
prophecy; since Miriam was `the sister
ofAaron', the rabbis needed to explain
the way in which her leadership of the
people was expressed. The texts of the
Torah  demand  interpretation - hence
midrash.   And  so  we  read  in  the
midrash(2) that during their forty years
of  wandering   in   the   wilderness,
`Miriam's  Well'  accompanied the Is-

raelites  on  all  their journeys;  it  only
dried  up  after  she  died  -  hence  the
clamour for water following Miriam's
death Orunbers 20: 1ff.).

Miriam's story can inspire us -and
the stories of other exceptional women,
too.  Indeed,  the  fact that the  tale  of
Deborah the Judge was assigned by the
rabbis  as  the  ffcz/3crrcz¢  -  prophetic
reading - for the pczrczs%czfe, 8 ' shallach
the  portion  that  relates  the  Exodus,
which  includes  Miriam's  song  and
dance,  indicates  that  the  rabbis  took
both Miriam's  and Deborah's  leader-
ship roles seriously. Nevertheless, it is
clear, both from the Torah's treatment
of Miriam,  and  subsequent  rabbinic
teaching concerning the role of women,
that the exceptional women we find in
Jewisb sources only serve to prove the
rule of women's subordination.

But  that  is  not  all:  In  exempting
women from study, and limiting their
obligations to the domestic arena, the
rabbis  also  ensured that women were
not equipped to challenge the patriar-
chal order. Let us inagine that women
had also participated in the academies
of Yavneh,  Sura and Pumbedita,  and
shared in the  discussions  of the  laws
that  became  the  foundation  of the
72cz/czfa7zczfe..   what   would   they   have
brought to the debates? Had the rab-
binic  sages  been  women  as  well  as
men, would the record of their delibera-
tions  have  included  a tractate  called,
`Women'   Orczs72z.77zJ?  How  different

would the Talmud look - and 7zc7/czfa72cz¢
as a system, predicated on gender divi-
sion, and the subordination of women
-if women had been included and had
participated  with  the  men  as  equal
partners?

Of course, these are absurd questions;
but the fact that the patriarchal mores
of rabbinic ¢cr/czfr72o¢ excluded women
from  the  study  house,  affected  real
lives: Just think of B'ruria; B 'ruria, the
wife of the second century sage, Rabbi
Meir, and one of the very few women
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whose voices are included in rabbinic
literature.  One passage in the Talmud
is very revealing (Eruvin 53b):

Rabbi Yosei the Galilean was once
on ajourney when he met 8 'ruria. "By
what road", he asked her, "do we go to
Lydda?"   "Foolish   Galilean",   she
replied,  "did  not  the  sages  say  this:
`Engagenotinmuchtalkwithwomen'.

You should have asked:  `By which to
Lydda?"

With wit - and, perhaps,  a hint of
bitterness?  -  B'ruria  suggested  that
Rabbi Yosei might have addressed her
with  four  words,  rather  than  eight;
B'ruria;  another  exceptional  woman
living in a patriarchal society.

We still live in a patriarchal society,
but  during  the  past  three  decades
something  has  begun  to  change.  For
the    first   time,    since   the    sages
deliberated in their academies over two
thousand years ago, Jewishly-educated
women  -  many  of them  rabbis  -
writing and engaging with one another
consciously  as  Jewish  women,  have
begun  to  study  the  Torah  and  the
corpus of rabbinic literature. In doing
so, they have not only challenged the
gender divide,  but  also  the  gender of
God.   Despite   Moses'   mysterious
encounter with the nameless,  elusive,
ineffable  One  (Exodus  3:14),  God  is
presented  in  both  the  Torah,  afld
subsequent      rabbinic      teaching,
predominantly as male. As long as He
speaks,  He  commands,  mirroring  the
power  of men  in  the  world,  women
must, by definition, be the subordinate
gender.  And  so,  alongside  feminist
interpretations   of  the  Torah   and
rabbinic    texts,     feminists    have
challenged the patriarchal God by re-
interpreting  the  Eternal  One  -  in
myriad  ways.  At  one  end  of  the
spectmm there are those who  address
the  Etemal  One  in  feminine  terms  -
drawing  on the  kabbalistic  notion  of
the S7ze47zz.72cr7z, the inmanent, feminine
aspect of the Divine. At the other end
of the spectrum are those who, taking
their  cue  from  the  feininist  liturgist,
Marcia Falk, speak of the Etemal One
in  impersonal terms  as Ej/72  C72cpo;I.77?,
`the Source of Life'. Iwhat all feminist

approaches  to  the  Eternal  share  in
comlnon is the awareness of the power
of language  and  imagery  about  the
Divine to  shape and reinforce gender
relations:  When  God  ceases  to  be
regarded as 4c7o72crz. rz 'vcr 'of,  `the Lord
o£  Hosts'   a,nd  melech  malchey  ha-
77? '/czc72z.773,  `the king above the king  of
kings'; the power of warrior lords and
of kings and emperors and dictators of
various kinds is no longer legitimated
Con high,.
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So,  what  has  been  the  impact  of
Jewish feminism on Judaism over the
past  three  decades?  An  anthology
recently published in the United States,

VIe stll live in a
pctriarchal society,
but during the past

three decades
something has begun

to change. For the
fast tine, si,nce the
sages deliberated in
their academies over
two thousand years

ago , Jewishiy-
edmcated women -

many Of them rabbis -
writing and engaging

with one another
consciously as Jewish
women, have begun to

study the I;orch and
the corpus Of rabbihic
literature. In doing so,

they have not only
challenged the gender

divide, but also the
gender Of God.

entitled,   `New  Jewish  Feminism.
Probing the past, Forging the Future',
edited  by  Rabbi  Elyse  Goldstein
(Jewish Lights Publishing, Wo o dstock,
Vermont,  2009),  demonstrates  the
immense  scope  of Jewish  feminist
creativity that has  taken place  in the
second  largest  Jewish  community  in
the  world  today  -  encompassing
theology,  liturgy,  ritual,  study,  the
synagogue, gender, sexuality, age, and
leadership. The majority of the book's

forty  contributors  are  female  rabbis;
which,  in  itself,  says  a  lot  about the
impact of Jewish feminism on Judaism.
The  majority  of  the  book  is  also
focussed  on  transformations  within
progressive   Judaism   -   although
changes   within   conservative   and
orthodox  Judaism  are  also  discussed.
Apart from the section on Israel, `New
Jewish    Feminism'     reflects    the
American Jewish context. Nevertheless,
the  major  issues  it  raises  about  the
nature of the Jewish feminist project,
and  its  implications  for  Judaism,  are
relevant for Jewish life elsewhere -not
least in Britain.

As   in   the   United   States,   the
leadership of women rabbis in Britain
has been crucial. The first woman rabbi
in Britain, Jackie Tabick, was ordained
in   1975   before   Jewish  feminism
arrived  on  the  scene.  By  the  early
1990s, there were not only more than a
dozen women rabbis, but following the
initiative of Rabbi Marcia Plumb, the
women rabbis came together to set up
The Half-Empty Bookcase, a network
encompassing  study  days,   annual
gatherings and a quarterly newsletter,
and     committed     to     developing
educational  resources  reflecting  the
perspectives of Jewish women.

In addition to this, the women rabbis
also  contributed to  a ground-breaking
anthology,  `Hear  Our  Voice',  edited
by  Rabbi   Sybil   Sheridan,  which,
dedicated to  the memory of the  first
woman  rabbi,  Regina  Jonas  (1902  -
1944),  ordained in Germany in  1935,
was the first work of Jewish feminist
scholarship to come out of the British
context (SCM Press, London, 1994). A
further anthology of the writings of the
women   rabbis,    `Taking   Up   the
Timbrel',  edited  by  Rabbis  Sylvia
Rothschild  and  Sybil  Sheridan  (SCM
Press,  2000)  presented the  work that
the British female rabbinate was doing
in the area of new ritual and liturgy.

In the meantime, directly as a result
of the  work  of women  rabbis,  the
Liberal   and   Reform   Movements
published their first inclusive language
prayer-bocks  (Siddur  Lev  Chadash,
ULPS,     1995;    Pilgrim    Festivals
A4czcfrzor,   RSGB,   1995)  -  although
only   Siddur  Lev  Chadash,  area;hod
primarily  for  daily  and  Sabbath  use,
has, thus far, had a significant impact
on congregational life. More recently,
the Movement for Refomi Judaism has
also  published  an  inclusive  language
Sz.dd#r   (2008),   which   will   also,
hopefully,  play  a  positive  role  in
promoting gender equality in Reform
synagogues.

The   development   of   inclusive
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liturgy  is  a  significant  achievement.
But with the exception of two women
rabbis  occupying  senior  positions  -
Rabbi Alexandra Wright, Senior Rabbi
of the  Liberal  Jewish  Synagogue,  St
John's  Wood  and  Rabbi  Shoshana
Boyd  Gelfand,  Executive  Director  of
the Movement for Refomi Judaism -
most of the three dozen women rabbis
working  in  Britain,  serve  medium to
small  congregations,  with  more  than
half  of them  working  on  part-time
contracts. No doubt, one of the reasons
why  some  women  rabbis  work part-
time is to ensure that they are available
for  child-care  duties.  But  this  only
applies to some; and in any case, as a
rationale for part-time working, it begs
the  question about those male rabbis,
who  have  children,  but,  nevertheless,
work fiull-time.

For the first time in the history of the
Jewish  people,  women,  ordained  as
rabbis - who now constitute half the
progressive rabbinate in Britain - have
the potential to  transform Jewish life
and teaching. In order to play this role,
women  rabbis  need  a  level  playing
field  with  men  in  the  employment
arena.  But that is  not all.  Individuals
and  communities  need  to  begin  to
recognise the  authority  of the  female
rabbinate  and have  the  vision  to  see
women  rabbis  as  offering  a  much-
needed new leadership  of progressive
Judaism. That means being prepared to
acknowledge the need for change.

The importance of women assuming
leadership  roles,  especially  as  rabbis,
cannot be over-estimated. But women' s
leadership is only half the story -albeit
crucial. What does it mean for Jewish
women as a collectivity, to move from
the  inargins  to  the  centre;  from  the
private to the public arena  of Jewish
life?

The first Jewish feminist conference
in  Britain  was  held  in  London  in
January     1982.     There     followed
subsequent  gatherings  in  Leeds  and
Oxford.  Strikingly,  these  conferences
brought together Jewish women from
within the Jewish community, as well
as   Jewish  women  who   were  not
affiliated; many of whom subsequently
chose - like me - to become involved
in communal Jewish life. By the mid-
1980s it became clear that the inpetus
to  transform  the  gender  divide  was
beginning to emerge across the Jewish
spectrum, as groups  of women began
to  gather  together  for  study  and
celebration  -  often  forming  ROSfe
C7!oc7esfe  groups,  which  met  monthly
to celebrate the new moon in creative
ways  and  to  study  together.  At  this
time, a group of progressive feminists
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got together under the auspices of the
Reform  Synagogues  of Great Britain
to  examine the issue  of `Women  and
rc7%f' (1987)t3j< It was also around this
tine  that  orthodox  women  began  to
hold  women's  services  with  Torah
readings and women' s Purim 77t 'gz.//czfe
readings   at  the  modern  orthodox
centre,  Yakar,  as well as  in women's
homes.

And  so  in  Britain,  too,  Jewish
women as a collectivity have begun to
cross the divide between `the house of
Jacob' and `the children of Israel'. But
this has  not been  a  simple matter  of
battering down the door to the men's
club of Jewish life.  One of the major
issues raised in `New Jewish Feminism'
revolves around the relative merits  of
"imitative"  and  "inventive"  Jewish
rituals (pp.81-89). As Elyse Goldstein
demonstrates,  Jewish  feminists  are
engaged,  both,  in  adapting  rituals
defined by Jewish men  and  adopting
them as Jewish women - the fc7//I.f is a
good example - and in inventing new
female  rituals,  previously  excluded
from  Jewish  practice,  both  those
associated with the regular rhythms of
women's  lives,  like menstruation and
menopause,    and   in   response   to
disruptive  and traumatic  experiences,
like miscarriage,  infertility, rape,  and
mastectomy.  In  other  words,  Jewish
feminists  are,  both  laying  claim  to
spaces,rolesandpracticesthatrabbinic
tradition  has  assigned  to  men,  and
expanding the arena of Jewish life to
include and reflect women's particular
perspectives and experiences.

But   both   strategies   have   their
limitations.   Goldstein  writes:   "...
imitative rituals. . . say nothing of us as
women. They do not mark the unique
momentsthathappenonlytowomen...
They express Judaism in ways that still
are  male  ways  of  envisaging  the
universe,  male  ceremonies  invented
and  designed  by  men.  They  are  still
largely male  answers to the  question,
how shall I mark this moment" ®.85).
On the  other hand,  in the process  of
inventing new rituals, Jewish feminists
are  challenged  "...  to  probe  into  the
meaning of authenticity. . . What makes
an inventive ritual authentic?" a.88).
Goldstein identifies that it takes time
and  practice  -  and   also:   "These
practices    need   to    be    collected,
published, promulgated by the lay and
professional  arms  of our  movement"
a.89). In other words, for an inventive
ritual to  become. authentically Jewish
it must both become incorporated into
regular   Jewish   practice   and   be
authorised  by  recognised  authorities.
One   of  the   implications   of  this

transformation   is   that  what   was
inventive becomes habituated: the new
ritual   reflecting   spontaneity   and
faoi/vcz77czfe  -  particular  intention  -
becomes  feel;cz  -  fixed  and  normative
(ibid.  Lori Hope Levkovitz and Rona
Shapiro, pp.78-80).  Is this  inevitable?
Is  it  possible  to  maintain  a  spirit  of
creative  inventiveness  alongside  the
quest  to  authenticate  new  rituals?  In
what ways do progressive approaches
to   Judaism,   which   empower   the
individual to  make  informed choices,
help to promote an on-going dynamic
spirit of creativity?

Lots   of   questions.   And   more
questions  than  answers.  During  the
past  three  decades,  Jewish  feminists
have  been  engaged  in  transfoming
Jewish    teaching     and    the    key
institutions   of  Judaism:   both  the
synagogue        and       the        home.
Consequently,  Jewish  feminism  not
only has the potential to transform the
lives of Jewish daughters, but also, of
Jewish    sons.    What    would    the
synagogue and the home look and feel
like if women and men played full and
equal  parts  in  both  domains?  What
difference would it make to the life of
the Jewish people as a whole if Jewish
teaching  was  transformed  in  such  a
way  that  it reflected the  perspectives
and experiences  of Jewish women as
well as those of Jewish men? There are
huge differences between the contexts
of Jewish life: between Britain and the
United  States;  between  Britain  and
mainland    Europe;    between    the
Diaspora  and  Israel;  between  the
progressive   and  orthodox  Jewish
worlds.  Nevertheless  the  same  issues
and questions challenge all those who
are committed to transforming Judaism
into     an     inclusive,     egalitarian
inheritance .

Notes
(1) See,  for example, Talmud Bavli, Kiddushin

33b-35a.

(2) See Legends of the Jews by Louis Ginzberg,
Vol.Ill (JPSA, Philadelphia,1968), where the
various   midrashim   about   Miriam   are
compiled together under different headings,
including,  `Miriam's Well', pp.5044.

(3) The  RSGB  `Women  and Tallit'  Working
Party,  set up  in  1986,  consisted  of:  Rabbi
Barbara Borts, Dee Eimer, Karen Goldman,
Susan Lewin, Dorothea Magonet and myself.
Asecondeditionofthebookletwaspublished
in  1997.

RABBI  ELIZABETH  TIKVAH  SARAH
celebrates  the  twentieth  armiversary  Of her
ordination from the Leo Baeck college this year.
A Leo Baeck College rabbinic tutor and mentor,
who has worked f;or both the Liberal and Reform
Movements,  she has been Rabbi Of Brighton &
Hove  Progressive  Synagogue  since  December
2000.
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continued from page  17
religion are two different realms and it
is both wrong and unnecessary to try to
reconcile   them.   The   evidence   for
evolution, and the ability of incredibly
complex forms to evolve  from simple
beginnings,   is   compelling.   So   I   no
longer  see   God  as   the   `cause'   of
evolution,  but  I  find  Rabbi  Arthur
Green's  idea  of seeing  God  as  being
present  in  the  process  of  evolution
thought-provoking.

I  also  leamt  from  Art  Green  the
power  of  myth  and  poetic  imagery.
God  is  far  beyond  anything  we  can
comprehend,   and   any   attempt   to
understand God is bound to be framed
by   our  human   understanding.   But
religious   truth   is   different   from
scientific truth, and although it may be
a matter of faith rather than rationality,
it  is  not  contrary  to  reason.  It  is  like
poetry   or   music,   a   deeper  truth,
reaching  something  both  deep  within
and far beyond myself.

God is part of how I experience the
world,  even  though  the  journey  of
trying to understand God continues to
be a struggle.  Whether or not there  is
an   objective   reality   that   can   be
identified as  God, the belief in a God
who sustains us in times of trouble and
whose  creative  energy  is  at work  for
good in the universe continues to have
meaning and reality for me.  To  quote
that great work of philosophy,  `Harry
Potter and the Deathly Hallows' :

``Tell me one last thing", said Harry.
"Is   this   real?   Or   has   this   been

happening inside my head?"
Dumbledore beamed... "Of course it

is happening inside your head, HaITy,
but why on earth should that mean that
it is not real?" I

RABBI  DR  MARGARET  JACOBI  z.s  f*e
Rabbi  of Birmingham  Progressive  Synagogue.
She   trained   in   medicine   at   Birmingham
University   and   then   obtained   a   PhD   in
physiology,  which  was  followed  by  further
research.  She studied for  the rabbinate  at Leo
Baeck   College   and   the   Reconstructionisl
Rabbinical  College.   She  is  married  with  two
children, who are the greatest source Of wonder
in her life.

The Astrophysicist who
became a Metaphysicist

Neil Amswych

Wg¥v::::S]Ttyua]:?:¥:Ae%r:e=w::
me that what I really wanted to do was
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become a rabbi. People would ask how
the two  were  connected,  and  over the
course of a number of years I provided
one of two answers. The first was that
science provided the `what' and religion
provided the `why. ' The second answer,
tongue in cheek, was that both allowed
me  to  keep  my  head  in  the  clouds.
Both  answers  are  now  completely
unsatisfactory for me.

The   first  answer,   which   I   held
throughout my Astrophysics years and
into   my   early   studies   as   a  rabbi,
demands that God is a remote Designer

I Jmew that I still
believed in God, but

Of:ter years Of
searching I am still
not fully sure how.
What I do Janow is

that f;or me science
and religion do not

complement or
disagree with each
other. For me, they
are the same - they
are the search f;or

the Ultinate.

and that religion, Judaism in particular
for  me,  provided  meaning  to   the
universe  designed  by  an  omnipotent,
omniscient Designer. I would read the
Biblical Creation account and many of
its   commentaries,   not   because   I
believed  them  to  be  bistorically  true,
but mechanically - God took a chaotic
world  and  ordered  it.  While  I  firmly
believe that the Genesis account relates
to  pre-existing   forms   (``...the   earth
already  being  un formed  and  void",
Gen.  1 :2) and not c7~ec7/j.o cx 72z.fez./o with
which  one  might  find  some  strained
sympathy   with   the    "Big    Bang"
account,  I  nonetheless  believed  that
God ordered the world and that science
helped  us  reveal  the  wonders  of that
intricate mechanism.

That belief was  shattered when my
closest friend, by far the most righteous
person   I   ever  knew,   was   cruelly
murdered.  It  took  many  months  to
work out exactly why  it struck me to
the  core  of my being until  months  of
`Spiritual Direction' helped me realise

that  above  the  overwhelming  trauma
of the  loss,  I  no  longer  believed  in  a
great  Designer.  The  theology  of  my
entire  life up  to  that point had  died.  I
no  longer  cared  about the  fact that  a
slightly different mass of the electron,
or  slightly  changed  distance  of  the
Earth from the Sun would have resulted
in   a   lifeless   Earth.   These  became
statistical  flukes  that  were  likely  to
have   happened   somewhere   in  the
enormous universe.  I  knew that I  still
believed  in  God,  but  after  years  of
searching I am still not fully sure how.
What I do know is that for me science
and  religion  do  not  complement  or
disagree with each other. For me, they
are the same - they are the search for
the Ultimate.

The Astrophysics world of formulae
and neat answers to posed, mechanical
questions is purely metaphor, trying to
struggle with the world in exactly the
same way as the Bible and our liturgy.
E=mc2 now reads in a very similar way
to me as c7c7o77crz. ecfeczcJ (Deut.  6:4). Not
that they are saying the same thing but
that  they  are  both  approximations,
metaphors. They both succeed and fail
to address the same Reality.

In  a  first  year  Astrophysics  class,
my  lecturer  Dr  Hilditch  talked  about
pulsars - stars that spin at a tremendous
rate and emit a regular electromagnetic
pulse,  except  sometimes  the  pulse  is
not  regular.   I  asked  how  that  was
possible  since they spun at a constant
speed and Dr Hilditch said that it was
perhaps  because  they  experienced"starquakes." It turns out that this may

indeed be true but I was not convinced
and  he  clearly  was  not  either.  I  gave
him  a  look  of suspicion  and  then  he
said,  "Well,  we  do  not  really  know."
On reflection, that taught me more than
anything else about science.

Science and religion are both based
on  assumptions,  on  differing  logical
constructions of experience. Science is
not the  `what' - it is also the  `why'  in
exactly the same way as religion is  . . .
how did we get here and why are we
here?  Both  answer truthfully  "We  do
not really know,  but here  is  what we
believe and this is why." Therefore,  if
science ignores religion and if religion
ignores science, or if they only pay lip-
service as I see everywhere today, then
I  believe  the  world  is  theologically

continued on page 20
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impoverished.
Now that God is no longer a grand

extemal  Designer  for  me,  God  is  in
life. . .and death.  God is in the soil and
its  cycles  of life  and  death.  God  is  in
the pure air and in the acid rain, in the
beautiful flower and in the rotten tree
stump.  God  is  in  the  birth  of a  child
and in the death of an innocent. God is
not   in   some   wishful   afterlife   or
Heaven, God is in the here and now -
in  the  universe  and  of  the  universe.
God creates and God destroys, and God
laments that i.mz.¢cJ/z.o c7ez. means that we
now  all  destroy  more  than  we  create.
University  and  Rabbinical   College
taught me the language, life introduced
me to God .

RABBI  NEIL  AMSWYCH  z.a   /fee  Prz.72cz.pcz/
Rabbi  Of Bournenouth  Roform  Synagogue.. He
is  also  the founder  of IDEA:  Interfaith  Dorset
Education and Action.

The Physics Teacher
turned Teacher of

Judaism
Paul Freedman

8Y TRAINING, I AM FIRST A
scientist,  then  an  educator and
now   a   rabbi   or    `religious

professional' . The order in which I list
them is not an indication of any priority
I  give them,  it is  simply biographical
chronology.  From time  to  time  I get
asked  about tbe  `switch'  that  I  have
made  from  science to  religion,  but I
have never seen it that way. A scientific
understanding  of the  world  is  not
something that I have abandoned. Nor
is a religious outlook something that I
suddenly adopted at some turning point
in  my  life.  My  path  to  Leo  Baeck
College was not my namescke's road
to Damascus.

I   was   attracted  to   science   and
perhaps  religion,  too,  as  a  way  of
understanding  the  world  that  sees
underlying patterns and regularity, and
even provides a framework for chaos.
Broadly,  that  seemed  more  true  of
physics,  which  I  therefore  preferred,
and a little less so of biology, which I
avoided. I never thought of science as
just `stuff to know, or remember. It is
that view that can turn so many people
off science, and it is with that emphasis
that it is often badly taught. Rather it is
a way of accommodating,  organising,
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and making  sense  of what we  know,
the  data  of  the  universe   and  our
experience.. When the patterns we spot
and the models for understanding that
we    build    are    good,    they    also
accommodate new data and experience.
To  be  fair  to  the  biologists,  they  do
spot  patterns,   classify,   investigate
processes   and  invent  explanatory
models. At the same time, even with an
emphasis    on    patterns    or    laws,
physicists   do   also   have   to   deal
empirically    with    real    examples,
whether  it  be  planetary  data  or  the
characteristics  of exotic  fundamental
particles.

Science might be
considered to be

about facts and things
and what we cam
absolutely haow,
whereas rdigion
deals with haman
experience, morals
and that which is
non-rational or

ultinately
undowable.

It   is   possible   to   accommodate
scientific  and  religious  understanding
by drawing boundaries between them.
It is often said that science is concerned
with  answering  questions  of  `how'
whereas religion tries to answer `why'.
Similarly, science might be considered
to be about facts and things and what
we  can  absolutely  know,  whereas
religion deals with human experience,
morals  and that which is non-rational
or ultimately unknowable. This division
suggests  that  religious  and  scientific
understanding  are  only  compatible  in
as much as they are separate, and that
we  only  get  into  trouble  where  one
strays into the domain of the other. In
fact the  distinctions  are not nearly  as
clear-cut as we might like to think and
I  have  never  found  such  a  neatly-
divided worldview to be satisfactory.

The Bible is not the place to look for
an  accurate  description  of the  origins
of the universe, but neither does it offer
an  accurate,  scientific  description  of
God.  Similarly,  science  can  no  more

prove  or explain why  one radioactive
nucleus decayed before another than it
can prove or explain the existence, or
otherwise,  of  God.  I  do  not  simply
mean  that  God  is  somehow  `beyond'
science,   being   supematural.    Our
scientific  thinking,  such  as  the  20th
century scientist Wemer Heisenberg' s
Uncertainty  Principle,  can include  an
element  of what  cannot  be  known
about natural phenomena.  But God is
not    simply    That-Which-Science-
Cannot-Know.  Religion  and  science
are similar enterprises in that they,  in
different  ways,  provide  a  way  of
organising what we know of, and how
we  respond  to,  the  universe  and  our
existence in it. They are human models
that  we  construct  in response to,  but
ultimately separately from, what is.

In retrospect, my physics  epiphany
was  not  studying  astrophysics  and
reflecting  on  the  sheer  majesty  and
beauty  of the  universe  in  which  we
find ourselves. Nor was it the elegance
of the equations of General Relativity,
so  far  from  our practical  or  intuitive
experience that they were taught in the
maths   department  ratber  than   in
theoretical  physics.  Nor  even  was  it
the realisation in particle physics that
no-one  will  ever  `see'  a  quark,  that
quarks  are  simply  a  model  we  have
created to explain what we can see -
and  even  then  it  is  not seeing  in  the
way  we  usually  mean.  The  epiphany
was probably studying something like
Hamiltonian  Mechanics.  I  can barely
remember the details, but Hamiltonian
Mechanics  provided  a  completely
different  way  of doing  the  Classical
Mechanics that is still taught at school.
The whole of Newtonian Pbysics could
be expressed in a different way, like a
different     language,     effectively
equivalent  but  from  a  completely
different  perspective.  It  was  just  as
`true' , describing the same phenomena

but in a different, useful, way.
And so I am mindful that, in physics,

a  scientific model  is just a model.  A
metaphor is just a metaphor. And my
concept of God is not God. To suggest
otherwise is a form of idolatry. My life
gains  purpose  and  meaning  from  the
religious  metaphor  and  language  that
Judaism  offers.  God,  or  rather  my
concept of God, is pat of a way that I
understand the universe and my place
in it. I have other ways, but I like the
one with God .

RABBI  PAUL  FREEDMAN  recrd Pkys!.cs  czf
Bristol University and Education at Cambridge.
He taught Science/Pkysics/Maths f;or nine years
bofore studying i;or the rabbinate at Leo Baeck
College. He has been Rabbi of Radlett & Bushey
Roform Synagogue i;or froe years.
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Some Of Judalsm's most
inportant teachings were exenplif ted

in ray grandf ;ather 's lif e.
I have condensed these into seven principles.

Y STORY BEGINS WITH A
little girl in whose dreams the
figure of a man would appearM

-a silent, faceless figure. But he-did
not scare her. The figure was benign,
comforting and familiar. She knew and
loved him, even though she had never
met   him.   It   was   a   figure   whose
presence stayed with her, though it was
many   years   before   she   came   to
understand his influence on her. That
little girl  was  I.  The  figure was my
paternal grandfather, Joe Benjamin.

He had died before I was born. But I
came to know him through anecdotes,
photographs, and through the love and
respect  shown  by  those  who  talked
about him.

Joe Benjamin was born in 1883, the
son  of  a  Portsmouth  tailor,  Hirsch
Israel  Benjamin,  and  his  wife,  Kate,
both originally from Poland. He was a
teacher by profession, and a lay leader
of  his  community,  dedicated  to  the
transmissionoftheJewishheritagethat
he  loved.  He  was  a kind,  good man,
who led by example, and strove for the
benefit of others.

His wife, Ray, bore him two sons -
my  uncle,  Herschell  and  my  father,
Alec.  I  recently  `interviewed'  them
together, while my uncle, who lives in
Jerusalem  and  is  now  aged  95,  was
visiting my parents.

Grandpa died at the age of seventy,
in   1953,   just   before   my   parents
married.

Some  of Judaism's most  important
teachings  were  exemplified  in  my
grandfather's  life.  I  bave  condensed
these into seven principles.

First was family
Grandpa was  a loving  and  devoted

father  and  husband.  He  had  a  close
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relationship  with  his  sons.  My  uncle
told  me  a moving  anecdote  about the
way his father helped him deal with his
fear of the dark.

"Dad  understood  my  fears  and...

suggested that after my short, informal,
night-time  prayers...   I  should  repeat
the last lines of Adon Olam, "Into Thy
hands  I  commend  my  spirit,  when  I
sleep  and when  I wake;  and with my
spirit, my body also.  The Lord is with
me  and  I  will  not  fear."  The  words
seemed to personalise my relationship
with  God;  the  fact  that  I  said  "my
body"  perhaps  gave  me  a  relaxed
feelingofrelinquishingresponsibility...
I have always remembered this. And I
was never ever afraid of the dark after
that."

Second caime Talmud Torah,
`The Study of Torah'

Grandpa was a master at the  Jews'
Free Central School in the East End of
London,   teaching   Maths,   Science,
Swimming,  Jewish  History,  Hebrew
Translation  and  Melodies.  He  taught
Hebrew  and  Pitman's  Shorthand  at
evening   classes,   as   well   as   Cfeec7er
classes at home, and classes on Sunday
aftemoons at the Norwood Orphanage.

He had a quiet sense of humour and
endless  patience.   In  researching  the
history  of the  JFS,  I  came  across  the
memories    of   an    ex-pupil,    Jack
Griffiths.  In  listing  the  names  of the
teachers he remembered, he concluded,
`and  my  favourite  Mr Benjamin  who

made  both  Physics  and  Shakespeare
come alive for me;  a fantastic teacher
who wielded a heavy cane! '

Third was building Community
After moving to Morden, Surrey, in

1927, my grandfather was instmmental

in   founding  the   South  Wimbledon
Synagogue.

As  well  as  taking  regular  Shabbat
services  and  teaching,   Grandpa  led
High  Holy  Day  services.  He  was  a
progressive  thinker,   and  a  liberal-
minded man, believing that the stories
in the  Torah  are not to  be  understood
literally, but as allegories. God was not
remote, or to be feared, but rather close
and approachable. He believed that the
good  deeds  we  perform  in  our  lives
constitute our immortality.

FourThly.. Ohev et ha'Br 'iot,
`Loving au creatures'

Grandpa loved animals, and always
had  dogs  and  cats.   He  had  a  vast
knowledge  of  flora  and  fauna.   He
enjoyed   taking   his   children,   and
students, to the London and Whipsnade
zoos,  to  instil  in  them  a  respect  for
animals  and  the  natural  world,  and  a
sense of responsibility for them.

Fifth: £ev fotJ, `Good-heartedness'
Kindness, humility, compassion and

thoughtfulness  were  hallmarks  of my
grandfather' s          character,          as
demonstrated  in  one  of my  favourite
anecdotes  about  liim.  Every  year  at
Passover, before leading the Seder, he
would   `accidentally'   spill  some  red
wine  on the tablecloth,  so that no  one
else would be worried if they did that
themselves.

SckwasRodofshalom,`ALqursuer
ofpeace'

My  uncle  recalled  how  close-knit
my grandfather's large family was. But
inevitably,  frictions  arose.  He  remem-
bers his father being called on to make
peace between family members.

continued on next page
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The JI concert hall was on the first fooor Of the building that housed the
Beit Din. On concert everings. . . a seething crowd. . . poured into the hall

eager to fred a good seat. They were the poorest Of the poor. . . they
lapped up the classical rrmsic and occasional folk music which, Of

course, inchaded rid,dish compositions.
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Jewish Institute Concert Progrc[mme
20`h  November  1910

Sevouth ci[me Tzedek tzedek tirdof,
`Justice, justice shall you pursue'

My    grandfather    loved    music,
especially  classical  music,  not  easily
accessible to many people  in the East
End of London.  He was a member of
the United Synagogue Committee and,
from   1910   on,   he   organised   free
Sunday evening concerts at the Jewish
Institute in Mulberry Street, in the East
End,  which  continued  till  the  early
1950s.

My  uncle  recalls,  "The  JI  concert
hall  was  on  the  first  floor  of  the
building that housed the Beit Din.  On
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uNiTED    SVNAC;OGUE    \vELPARE    coMMI'rTEE.

.JEWIsr|   |P`Tsr|`|rruTE
MULBERRY    STREET.    I.

FREE   SUNDAY   CONCEF3TS
OBc^w.oFa    mp     .a    OCN.^WIN

SUNDAY    JANUAF`V   2gTH.19a3   AT   8   F..M.                     ArTtintscd  bs  Mr.  ALFRED  KALISCII

PROGRAMME

THE   CANADIAN   TRIO
yi.o7i.n                          ...        IDA     NELSON
Vi.a/once//a   ...               SARA    NELSON
Pi.ano/oJ.fe     ...     ALANNAH    DELIAS

1.      'riuo  ill  a  ii`iiioi.,  o|i.   I,  h'tt.  :3

THE    CANADIAN    TRIO

2.      Vlol,l``   Sol.o                                                                   "  (`ll.`t:()Illl(l  "

IDA    NELSON

:3.      Pl^>.('I.,,)'l.I,|i   S,,I.o

4.        VIOL{ix(.I.:I.I..J  sr)I.os

ALANNAH    DELIAS

" Hymn to the S`in "
" ltondo "

SARA    NELSON

-).       T,tl,,  in   (I   lt,i,,a,.,   (,I,.   I,,1     ...

Allo8i¥i oner{;ico-{: u`iniir.
Presto`-l]on `i88aiol  a  i|ii|i()i`.
.\ndan le gra2ioao-C imi{}r.
Allegiif>molto-C1,Tni»or.

THE    CANADIAN    TRIO

Fie,.:tt9iov.eii

Vital;

Ri.I:.<.£r-KOF`€akou

Z3eeclieriii;

Brall.Tns

Jewish Institute Concert Progrcanme
29`J' January  1933

concert evenings. . . a seething crowd. . .

poured  into  the  hall  eager  to  find  a
good seat. They were the poorest of the
poor...   they  lapped  up  the  classical
music   and   occasional   folk  music
which,  of  course,  included  Yiddish
compositions."

Tbese   concerts   gave   enormous
enjoyment to many people, who would
otherwise   not   have   been   able   to
experience such music.

These seven points represent aspects
of my  grandfather  that  have  touched
and inspired me - and those who knew
him and were taught by him.

Joe  Benjamin  was  not  a  famous
man.  He did not leave a great legacy
of writings or thoughts. But he was, to
my   mind,   a   great   man,   and   an
important link in the chain of Jewish
continuity.   He  lived  and  loved  his
Jewish heritage,  and set the  standard
for  me   in  my   own  practice   and
transmission of Judaism I

RABBI RACHEL BENJAMIN  !.s A4:I.#z.s/eJ. a/
South  Bucks  Jewish  Community  and  also  the
Progressive Jewish  Community Of East  Anglia.
She was ordained in  1998 and is a gradrate Of
Leo Baeck College.
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TWINqH°ThLTf

of Abrahamic Faiths

•     A cambridge university Mst in Jewish-
Christian Relations

•     A cambridge university certificate of
Continuing Education in Islam, Judaism and
Muslim-Jewish Relations

•      Abrahamic Dialogue and Interfaith
Education E-learning Programmes

For more information about these and other
courses taught by the Centre for the Study of
Jewish-Christian Relations and the Centre for the
Study of Muslim-Jewish Relations please see

``.\\\\`..\\.oolfinstitilte.c`aiil.ac.uk

call 01223 741048 or email
enquiries@woolfinstitute.cam.ac.uk

cAELDv\7ELn & BRAHAM

Chartered Accountants

5, Bream's Buildings
London,

EC4A 1 DY

Telephone= 020 7404 0600
Fax: 020 7404 0900

Email: mai]@Ca]dwellandbral)am.co.uk
Web site= ww\^/.caldwellahdbraham[co.uk

Audit, accountancy and taxation services
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THE  DEVIL
ISIN

THE  MISSING
DETAIL

Michael Hilton

AN INTRODUCTION TO
ISLAM FOR JEWS
by Reuven Firestone

The Jewish Publication Society,
Philadelphia, PA, 2008,

ISBN:  978-0-8276-0864-1

pp.304, pb, $18

SCM CORE TEXT:
CHRISTIAN APPROACHES

TO OTHER FAITHS
Edited by

Alan Race and Paul M Hedges
SCM Press, London, 2008,
ISBN:  978-0-334-04114-6,

pp.300, pb, £25
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inter-reaction between different faiths.
But  too  few  of these  books  allow
people of faith to speak for thelnselves.
If you have ever read a book or an
article in English about the Muslim
faith, the chances are it was whtten by
a Jew or a Christian. Great as many of
the books  are, today there is  a clear
need to hear Muslims explaining their
own faith. We have to get away from
the  colonial  idea  tbat  Islam  is  an
Eastern curiosity whicL needs to be
explained by Western scholars.

But Reuven Firestone has an excuse.
He  is  a  Jewish  scholar whting  about
Islam   specifically   for   a   Jewish
readership and he concentrates on the
parallels  between  the  tvro  faiths  and
the historical links. Professor Firestone
wears  his  leaming lightly,  and writes
in  a  highly  engaging  style,  easy  to
follow and very cleady laid out. In just
over  two  hundred pages,  he  explains
simply   and   clearly   the   history,
practices and scripture of Islam.

But there are far too many areas of
importance which are sketchily treated
or  left  out.  There  are  many  other
aspects  of  Islam  about  which  this
Jewish reviewer would want to know.
In the days when early Muslim scholars
were working to  establish the  correct
text  of  the  Quran,  Jewish  scholars,
known as Masoretes, were engaged in
a  parallel  enterprise,  establishing  the
correct  text  of  Torah  and  inventing
systems  for  vowels.  Firestone  offers
just eleven words on this: "they applied
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grammatical  developments  in  Arabic
to  the  study  of  Hebrew".  He  gives
further details.

The Muslim influence on Maimonides
gets   only  two   sentences,   and  the
Golden  Age  in  Spain  just  over  two
pages. Worse is the lack of any proper
explanation  of  how  Jews  fared  so
differently living under Shia or Surmi
Islam.  The  so  called "Pact  of Umar"
governed  the  status  of non-Muslims
living  under  Sunni  Muslim  nile,  and
effectively prevented for centuries the
kind  of excesses  endured by  Jews  in
medieval  Christian  Europe.  Firestone
briefly  summarises the main terms  of
the   Pact  but   fails  to   discuss  the
arguments  about  its  date,  stress  its
importance   or  trace  its  historical
impact.

Perhaps my criticisms are too harsh.
After  all,  Firestone  has  produced  the
book he wanted to write, not the one I
wanted to read. At the end of the book,
Firestone calls for greater understand-
ing between Jews and Muslims. It is a
cry  from  the  heart  for  a  dialogue  of
great importance to our world. In writ-
ing a sympathetic introduction to Islam
for Jews, Firestone helps to make such
a  dialogue  more  possible  and  more
likely. More is the pity that huge areas
of our historical relationship have been
left out of the book.

Christian  Approaches   to   Other
Fczz./fes  is  designed  as  a  text  book  for
undergraduates.  It is clearly presented
and  easy  to  follow.  When  I  was  an
undergraduate I studied courses so old-
fashioned that I was able to avoid most
of  the  theory  and  spend  my  time
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reading  text.  Today's  students,  quite
rightly, are not allowed to get away so
lightly, and so the first half of the book
deals  with  theoretical  concerns.  The
terns "Exclusivisms", "Inclusivisms",
"Pluralisms"  and  "Particularities"  are

clumsy   ones,   but   they   are   here
explained in a way which is helpful to
the    reader.    Exclusive    Christian
theology recognises no validity in other
faiths.  Inclusivism  suggests  that  other
faiths   do  have   some  value,  while
pluralism  takes  the  truth  claims  of
other faiths seriously, largely as a result
of inter-faith  dialogue.  It is helpful to
recognise  that today's  Christians  may
adopt any one of these stances.

The  second  half  of the  book  has
separate  chapters  on  the  relationship
between  Christianity  and  each  of the
world's  major  faiths.  Unfortunately,
Judaism  is  treated  more  briefly  and
sketchily than any of the other faiths. It
is   astonishing  that  2000  years   of
complex  Jewish-Christian  relations
merit only ten pages, while 500 years
of Sikh-Christian relations gets twelve.
The origins  of anti-Semitism,  and the
problematic use of the term "Jews" in
the   Christian   scriptures   are   well
outlined.   But  the  middle   ages   are
skipped  over  in  a  single  paragraph
which deals only with Spain. The word
"crusade"  is  not  mentioned.  This  is  a

huge disappointment.  How can such a
crucial and controversial subject be left
out? There is a brief assessment ®.193)
in   the   chapter   on   Islam,   but   no
discussion of the impact of the crusades
on Jewish-Christian relations.

This   book   is   well   edited.   It   is

common with collections  of essays to
find  many  inconsistencies  and  wide
variations   of  approach.   Here,   the
contributors   do   come   close   to   a
consistent wholeness.  Because  of this
the book well justifles the assertion on
the   cover  that  it  is   a  "core  text".
Students  approaching  the  study  of
theology  and  interfaith  through  this
book will be well served.

So why is  it that both books  suffer
from the same problem, of leaving out
important areas? It is an accepted part
of academic life that anyone can study
any subj ect and write objectively about
it.   Yet  these  books  both  show  the
limitations  of committed  members  of
faith communities writing about faiths
other than their own.  And we are still
constrained   by   the   old   idea   that
research   and  writing   should  be   a
solitary  activity.  How  much  better  it
would have been if Reuven Firestone's
book had been written with a Muslim
scholar,  and  the  various  chapters  on
world  faiths  in  C¢rz.a/I.cz7?  j4z)proczc¢eLr
Jo   Ozfeer  Fczz./¢s   had   been  jointly
written.  Alan  Race,  in  his  excellent
chapter  on   "Inter faith  Dialogue,"
quotes  the  Muslim  scholar  Akbar
Ahmed:  "We  can  only  see  into  each
other's  souls  if we take the trouble -
and sometimes the risk - to visit each
other" .

RABBI DR MICHAEL HILTON  z.s Jicrdz]j. o/
Kol Chat Hatch End Jewish Community and the
author of "The Christian Effect on Jewish Life"
(1994).  He  has  recently  been  awarded  an  MA
i;or his research on the history Of the bar mitzvah
ceremony.
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This is the second in an occasional series Of briof statements Of
personal beliof by lay menbers Of the corylmunity.

The piece is fiollowed by a response from The Thinker, a
wise and experienced teacher Of rabbinics.

AN I JVLA'AVIN
THE JUNCTIONS  ON  MY JOURNEY

WAS  BARMITZVAH  IN  THE
Great Synagogue in Duke's Place
in the presence of the Chief Rabbi.

My training was a brief six months. I
learned like  a parrot,  and the  Chief
Rabbi said I did well. I went through
this charade because my parents, who
were only gastronomic Jews, felt that
tradition,   let   alone   wider   family
pressures, demanded it.

I became disillusioned with Judaism
until  I  met  my  future  wife,  a  second
generation Liberal Jew. She introduced
me   to  the   South  London   Liberal
Synagogue where I could ask questions
and had the freedom to  disagree with
the  answers.  I  met Lily Montagu and
Rabbi   Israel   Mattuck,   who   were
inspiring in different ways. But, trained
as I was in the rational sciences, I was
not convinced. Some years later, in my
40s   and  then  Chairman  of  South
London Liberal Synagogue, I called a
special Council meeting to discuss my
paper    arguing    for    experimental
services  that  did  not  mention  God.
Rabbi    Laurence    Rigal    led    the
opposition. I was defeated by 12: 1. By
then  I  was  a  declared  Humanist.  No
one  suggested that I  should resign  as
Chairman. Only one person felt it was
wrong for me to lead services.

About that time I met Rabbi Sherwin
Wine.  He  had been the  minister  at  a
Reform synagogue in Detroit. One day
he was talking of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.  He  thought  "all  these  were
shepherds".  "How many shepherds  in
my congregation?" he asked. No hands
went  up.  So  he  started  a  discussion
group  on the relevance of the liturgy,
and another one on belief in God. One
third of those present said they had a
belief in Divine intervention. One third
said  they  did  not,  and  one  third  said
they did not know. Yet even in the first
group, no one felt their belief affected
the  way  they  went  about  their  daily
lives.  So Wine broke away, founded a
new Congregation nearby, and initiated
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the   American   Society   of  Jewish
Humanists.  I  became  a  member  and
contributed to their magazine.

Then, in my 60s, I became aware of
the spiritual nature of two of our three
sons. Laurence worked at Camphill, a
Rudolph   Steiner  based  residential
school for children with special needs.
It  was  founded  by  a  Dr  Koenig,  an
Austrian   Jew   who    converted   to
Christianity  and  whose  motto  was
"However imperfect the exterior of the

person,    you    are    nurturing    the
perfection  of spirit within".  Laurence
subsequently   embraced   a   Steiner
version   of   Christianity,   with   no
conversion process, and regards himself
as a Jewish Christian.

His  younger  brother,  Robin,  has
been    at    Findhorn,    the    spiritual
community  in   Scotland  for  about
fifteen years,  and  for a while was  its
leader. One of the founders of Findhom
was Eileen Caddy. She died two years
ago, just after being awarded the MBE
for her "services to spiritual enquiry".
She   was   a   middle-class   English
housewife   with   no   academic   or
theological  background.  Around  the
age of forty she became aware of inner
voices which became more  and more
specific as to the action she should take
to further the Divine purpose. She was
so overwhelmed by it all that twice she
attempted  suicide.   Eventually   she
accepted what was happening and for
forty years became the spiritual leader
of  the   Community  which   is   now
recognised  intemationally     and  has
been     given     a     United    Nations
consultative  status.   Eileen  received
revelations  almost  daily,  wrote  them
down, and they became the guidelines
for  the  following  day's  work  in  the
Community. Having met her, I have no

doubt that this was genuine. Robin then
met a Sufi Sheikh -who had been born
an American Jew. That  set him on the
Sufi path,  which is the liberal  end  of
Islam and is committed to finding the
true path under Divine guidance.

Also important to me is the work of
Carolyn   Myss,   the   first   medical
intuitive whose book "The Anatomy of
the  Spirit"  showed  another  aspect  of
God's  intervention.  So  now  I  am  a
convinced theist. I believe we all have
the  potential  of  receiving  Divine
guidance, but that gift is currently only
experienced by a few. Birty says Eileen
Caddy, it is available to everyone. All
we have to do is to tune in to the right
wavelength,  for  which  silence  and
meditation help.

It amazes me that people often seek
to argue the merits of the God question
without   bringing   in   evidence   of
historical  and  even  more  current
revelation.  At  a meeting  at the  Roya
Society of Arts a year or so back there
were   six   professors   of  theology,
philosophy  and  science  debating  the
issueof"ScienceversusReligron".Not
one  raised  the  definitive  issue  of
revelation.

Revelation  is  not  the  only  sign  of
God's   continuing  involvement  in
humanity.  Lily Montagu,  in her book
"TheFaithofaJewishwoman(1943)"

wrote that she was personally impelled
by  God.  "I  feel  the  reality  of God,
believing in God as the God of Love...
the God of Truth... the God of Beauty...
the  God  of RIghteousness."  She  was
"inspired by God in all one does". For

her prayer was ``an effort to control our
minds  and  spirits  and surrender them
to the influence of the Divine".

THE THINKER responds:
I find Monty Alfred's statement to be a
stiITing account of a personal spiritual
journey. An orthodox Jewish youngster
without  intellectual  acceptance  or
spiritual response to the tradition, then
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a Liberal Jew through the influence of
his wife and personal contact with Lily
Montagu  and  Rabbi  Israel  Mattuck,
then   a   Humanist   by   intellectual
conviction  following  Rabbi  Sherwin
Wine,  then becoming  attuned to  new
expressions of spirituality through the
experience of his Jewish-Christian and
Sufi  sons,  and currently "a convinced
theist" believing that divine revelation
can come to us in the present. This is a
man who  is  open to  growth,  change,
discovery.

This   also   is   someone   who   has
remained  open  throughout  his  life  to
elements  beyond  boundary  lines  that
divide religious traditions.

Is  this  human journey  an  authentic
/ewz.s¢ journey?  Some would say that
even  the  decision  to  abandon  Ortho-
doxy  for  Liberal  Judaism  places  one
beyond  the  pale.  Many  more  would
question  whether  openness to  a Jew-
ish-Christian  or a  Sufi  spirituality,  or
the model of an Austrian paediatrician,
Karl Koenig, who converted to Chris-
tianity, or of a Christian woman, Eileen
Caddy, claiming to be guided by God's
voice  speaking  inside  her,  or  of  a
Catholic  mystic,  Carolyn  Myss,  who
drew  from  the  Christian  sacraments,
Hindu  and  Kabbalistic  traditions  for

alternative forms of healing, could pos-
sibly   be    consistent   with   Jewish
identity.

The underlying  questions  raised by
this  statement  are  both  intriguing  for
the  academic  study  of  religion  and
challenging      for      inter-religious
dialogue.  Do  the  deepest  and  most
important  elements   of  spirituality
transcend religious  definitions?  Is  the
experience of encountering the divine
known to the Sufi, the Christian mystic,
and the Kabbalist ultimately the same,
though they express this experience in
different  words  from  their  distinctive
traditions? Are the rituals and language
that distinguish our religions ultimately
of secondary,  extemal  significance  in
comparison  with  the  core  experience
that  is  shared?  Or  does  the  authentic
encounter with the  divine  come  only
within   a   specific  religion   and   its
tradition,  and remain unintelligible to
those outside it?

Not  unrelated  is  the  question  of
response    to    members    of   one's
immediate  family  -  especially  one's
children   -   who   assume   a   deep
commitment   to   a   new   religious
identity.  Some 25 years  ago,  I met an
American    Evangelical     Christian
professor  of  theology  at  an  inter-
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religious  dialogue.  He  believed  that
salvation     comes     only     through
acceptance   of   Jesus   as   personal
saviour.  But  his  daughter  fell  in  love
with   an   assimilated   Jew,   and   she
decided  to  convert  to  Judaism.  This
Evangelical  theologian  told  me  that
given  his  daughter's  decision,  he  felt
that he had to help the couple live an
authentic Jewish life, and was himself
studying   Judaism   in   order   to   be
supportive. Is that a model of openness
worthy of emulation?

Monty  Alfred  makes  a  compelling
case  that  a  life  experience  exploring
the  positive  aspects  of other religious
models need not diminish commitment
to  one's  own  strong  and  informed
Jewish identity .

MONTY ALFRED, czged 84, recrc7 "czffaemcz/z'cs
at  Imperial  College,   and  Economics   at  LSE.
Posts   have   included  Industrial  Economist,
Publishing  Group  Chairman  and  Permanent
Secretary  at  DOE.   He  is  a  past  Chairman  of
South    London    Liberal    Synagogue,    past
Chairman  and  President  of  Kingston  Liberal
Synagogue,   Chairman   of four   consecutive
Biennial Corferences Of ULPS and Chairman Of
the  "Ideology  and  Theology  Think  Tank"   Of
ULPS  (1992).  THE  THINKER  is  a  wise  and
experienced teacher of rabbinics.
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uaprised by God

Dan.va Ruttenberg

THE  BOOK
I WOULD

NEVER WRITE
Miriam Berger

SURPRISED BY GOD.. HOW I
LEARNED TO STOP WORRYING

AND LOVE RELIGION
by Danya Ruttenberg

Beacon Press, Boston, 2008,
ISBN 978-0-8070-1068-6,

pp.222, hb, £24.95

THOSE WIIO HAVE RECENTLY
beeL  on the  tubes  or buses  in
London will have seen the poster

campaign ``There is probably no God.
Now  stop  worrying and enjoy your
life." Danya Ruttenberg manages to do
the reverse by using her exploration of
faith to enable her to  stop worrying.
But in the same way that the poster
slogan has a hidden agenda, I felt that
Ruttenberg's book had one too.

The words which open Chapter Two
almost made me put the book down.

"Three weeks after I got to college,

my mother called to let me know that a
malignant lump had been found in her
breast..."

Books  certainly  are  not  escapism
when  they  ring  all  too  true  to  one's
own life. Memories of the 'phone call
to me only weeks into my first semester
at Hebrew Union College in Jerusalem
came flooding back. But by this time I
had warmed to  Danya and wanted to
know  about  her  life  and  where  this
tuning point would take her.

At no  point whilst reading  her  life
story  did  I  ever  get  annoyed  with
Ruttenberg - which is unusual for this
kind of honest `1ook at my life' book. I
understood her take on the world and
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enjoyed how  she  has  woven  episodes
of her life together.  She lets you in to
her soul in a way, I suspect, she does in
person.  Then  I  realised  the  sticking
point.  She is an ordained rabbi, young
yet  already  looking  back  and  telling
her life  story.  I heard a voice  in  each
ear.

The  first  voice  said  to  me  that  no
young  rabbi  in  their  30s  should  open
their lives up for scrutiny by the Jewish
world.    Why?   Because   necessary
`rabbinic  distance'  would  be  lost  and

everyone  would  realise  this  young
woman   is   just   like   their   sister,
daughter,   granddaughter   or   even
themselves.   How  does  the  journey
through  college  look when being  told
in the light of the way you would like
your  community  to  perceive  you?  It
becomes   unreal,   whitewashed.   It
becomes the college experience of our
royalty   or  children   of  politicians
without the newspaper leaks.  It is  not
quite real but that is how we would like
to   sell   our  story.   Ruttenberg   has
realised that she has to protect herself,
her reputation.  She  is  in  the  prime  of
her career and some things are simply
better  left unsaid.  But you  cannot tell
your  story  without  having  the  word``censored" stamped across it.  I would

not say I had skeletons in my closet but
there  are  certainly  stories  from  my
teens  and  early  twenties  I  would  not
wanted printed  in  my Slfe#/ magazine.
That says to me you can be too young
to write the story of your life because
you  are  not  yet  detached  from  it  or
rather  from  the  people  who  make  up
your life.

The other voice I heard throughout
Ruttenberg's  writing  was  the  one
saying:  `What  do  I  want to  teach  the
Jewish world? What is my role as far
as teaching the next generation  about
the  way  Jewish  life  can  be?'  Every
episode   of  her   life   is   told   with
hindsight. It is explained with a clarity
that nobody could have experienced at
the  time.  Nobody  understands  the
lessons  one  is  going  to  lean  from  a
situation as it plays out.

The  lessons  come  months  or years
down  the  line.  So  if you  are telling  a
story  in  the  present,  the  elucidation
needs to wait.

``1 found the responsibility of leading

others  in  prayer  totally  humbling...  I
realised that when  others placed their
trust in my ability to  help  carry them
through worship, I had an obligation to
respond with trust in myself and them.
That is to say I had to lay myself bare.
When I tried to make liturgy beautiful
by performing well  I usually  failed. . .
on  the  other  hand,  when  I  stopped

worrying about hitting the right notes
and  rather  opened  myself to  God  in
front  of everyone,  that  is  when  the
services felt like they had caught fire."
These   words   are   supposedly   the
reflections of Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg
after she led her first service. Not even
the whole service, a bit of a service, at
a retreat, as a rabbinical student. Either
she  is  so  insightful  that  she  learnt  in
moments what I am still trying to lean
- or hindsight is a wonderful thing.

Danya's message is a powerful one
-  if  you  can  get  past  the  slightly

preachy nature of the way she explains
the choices she has taken in life or how
she  makes  sense  of her  life  as  it  is
happening.  Danya  explains  that  for
young  people   in  tbe  21st  Century,
religion  is  all  too  often  accused  of
complicating one's life or society. Yet
Danya's  book  turns  this  on  its  head,
shows us how these complications can
be  positive,  can  give  structure  and
meaning to life whilst recognising how
difficult the interweaving ofthe ancient
and  modem  is,  and  recognising  also
that it takes time and practice to many
them.

Ruttenberg  teaches  a  lesson  that  I
often  forget  to  teach.  When  religion
was  in  your  mother's  milk  -  some
might   say   that   both  parents   had
something  to  do  with  my  religious
upbringing!  - when faith  in  God  has
always  made  sense,  it can sometimes
create  a  barrier  in  terms  of the  way
those who struggle with beliefperceive
what your response to them would be.
Yet  Ruttenberg,  a  rabbi  people  may
think has had an easy relationship with
God,  is explaining her oirm discovery
of spirituality whilst also encouraging
others  on  their journey.  One  doesn't
expect one's rabbi to say:

"The  implications  made  my  head

spin.   I   had   always  believed  that
religious    people    were    deluded,
mistakenly transferring their need for a
parent  figure  or  for  certainty  in  the
world onto mythology.  What could  it
mean  if the  devout had all long been
citizens of the remarkable, translucent
world that I was discovering?"

Rather  than  Ruttenberg  saying,  as
the  atheist  bus  campaign  proclaims:
"There is probably no God. Now stop

wonying and enjoy your life",  she is
saying:  "There  probably  is  a  God  so
give your life the meaning it deserves
and stop  letting contemporary society
be dominated by a frightening void." It
is  a  book  worth  reading  but  not  one
you would ever find me whting I
RABBI  MIRIAM  BERGER,  cz  grczc7#cz/e  a/
Bristol  University  and  Leo  Baeck  College,  is
Principal Rabbi Of Finchley Reform Synagogue.
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WHY
ARE WOMEN

SILENT?
Alix Pirani

IFELT CHALLENGED BY TONY
Bayfield's  comment in the  100th
A44IVIV4  that there were,  as ever,

so  few women contributors.  Twenty
years ago a number of people, men and
women, came together to share their
insights,  and these  appeared  in  `7l¢e
Absent Mother : Restoring The Goddess
to Judaism and Christianity ', which I
edited.

The book was  at that time a useful
introduction  to  the  subject,  with  a
bibliography   and   suggestions   for
further reading. Now I feel less happy
with   it.   Within  a  year  came  the
outstanding work by Ann Baring and
Jules   Cash ford:    `773e   A4:yz%   o/  Z%e
Goc#ess ' and I felt I needed to produce
a revised edition of 77ze 4bse7?f A4loffeer.
When  I  approached  my  publishers  I
was  told,  `No  -  we  have  filled  our
goddess  list'.

This   exploration   of  the   divine
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feminine  was  likely  to  be  thwarted
because  it  threatened  the  patriarchal
status   quo.   Remarkably,   the   one
contribution by a Jewish man, Howard
Cooper,  understood  the  dilemma.  In
tis  `Dreaming  Up  the  Goddess',  th:a
dream he quoted, reported by a Jewish
male  client  in  a  therapy  session,  was
clearly prophetic and his interpretation
to the point:  `Women's voices must be
listened to even though what they said
seemed completely at variance with the
norm;    they    might    be    offering
`inconvenient  truths'  -  and  express

them in unusual ways - but to silence
them  is  not  the  answer.  It  stifles  the
creativity   needed   to   revitalise   a
depressed, patriarchal religion'.

I   continued  exploring   feminine
divinity   by   considering   the   three
archetypes:       Sfoe4¢z.#czfe       (Divine
Presence,    feminine    in    Hebrew),
ffocfe"czfe  (Wisdom,  also  feminine  in

Hebrew) and Lilith, originally a female
demon,  later wife  of Adam in Jewish
mystical   literature.    I   have   been
exploring them  for over twenty years
and I am not sure how using the word
Goddess is actually useful anymore.

First I decided to take the long view
and  consider  what  has  happened  in
those  twenty  years  -  from  the  time
when  I  was  nearing  sixty  until  now,
when  I  shall  soon  be  eighty.  What  is
extraordinary is that I look, but I cannot
see.  Everything  in that time  seems to
have  merged.  Boundaries  have  been
transgressed in so many ways, between
fantasy and reality, the moral and the
immoral,  loss  of  clear  definition  in
speech, and a confusion of purpose and
direction.   The   system  threatens  to
implode  and  a  sort  of grey  mush  is
creeping like some contagious plague,
infiltrating everywhere. I feel helpless,
impotent  -  men  delight  in  more  and
more  gadgetry,  and  our  humanity  is
denied.  They  talk  glibly  of  winning
over the  hearts  and  minds  of people,
but what about their souls?

I have to recognise that the deflning
moment  in  those  years  was  9/11.  It
came  so  soon  after  the  Millennium
with its  apocalyptic warnings that the
US  was  encouraged  to  believe  in  its
God-given role  on  earth.  So  it  lashed
out,  taking  revenge  indiscriminately,
demonising Islam, fighting terror with
terror.  When  one  project  proves  a
failure,  as  it did in  Iraq,  it is justified
by threatening to invade other countries.
Denial  and  propulsion:  pathetic  male
strategies  with  catastrophic  results
("Vengeance    is    mine,    saith    the
Lord"?).  Male-dominated society now
offloads its surplus arms to children in
the  Third  World,  and  in  the  more
sophisticated  and  affluent  West,  sells
them  violent  pornographic  videos,
encrypted  computer  systems,   fake
humans,      Avatars,      breathtaking
wizardy, fake foods. Imperialism uses
anything  that  makes  a  profit.  The
laconic notice posted over the payment
counters in small stores makes it clear:
In God we trust:  Others pay cash.

Do   women   collude?   What   are
matriarchal  values  alongside  all  this?
Visible   `collateral   damage'   in  the
genocides and ethnic cleansings? What
do we women expect of our sons?  In
many ways `Jewish Mother' jokes may
be apt but, now that Israel is caught up
in the territorial madness, what can we
or anyone do?

I  express  the  perspective  of  the
depressed   elder.   `When   will   they
ever learn?' has been said for so long,
by   scolding  Hochmah  in  Mishlei

continued on next page
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(Proverbs),    and   cynical   Ko fee/ez
(Ecclesiastes),   for  whom  there   is
nothing new under the sun. Many men,
in  personal  and  professional  life,  ap-
propriate  women's  ideas  and  publish
them as their own.  So, too, they wear
the women out, with deviousness and
bullying, until they go away exhausted
and stop protesting.

I have beneflted enormously in these
twenty years from positive technologi-
cal progress,  scientific achievement in
medical care, communication systems,
transport  enabling  me  to  fly  to  other
countries, radio  and TV as  sources of
enjoyment and education, music, qual-
ity   drama   and   movies,   hilarious
entertainment.  If these  are  a  measure
of human potential, how sad it is that
such potential is abused and negated.

j7ocfe77zcz¢  has  long  been  for  me  an
inspiration.  It  is  said  that  when  God
wanted to create the universe, he turned
to fJocfefflcz¢  for help.  I  feel that now
His  universe  has  not  been  such  a
success, He must turn to Her again, but
for that He will have to admit failure.
She  leams  patience,  waiting  until  the
need for Her help is recognised.

So it was - suddenly, unpredictably,
the inflated capitalist regime collapsed,
with  a  phenomenal  crash.  On  Yom
Kippur, indeed, the seriousness of the
situation         became         absolutely
undeniable,  giving  new  relevance  to
the  affirmations  of Ko/ IVz.c7re.  We're
faced with having to say `we told you
so' and at the same time comfort those
who have suffered loss.

A  further  word  about  fJocA%c7fe,
chiefly  on  the  basis  of Chapter  8  in
Proverbs,  where  She  was  relegated,
even though  it  is  clear from this  that
She co-created the world with God ``at
the  beginning".  What  distinguishes
Her,   for   me,   from   God,   is   Her
insistence  on  pursuing  wisdom  in  an
open-ended  way.  I  rather  think  He
expects us to  come up with the  `right
answer'.   She  is   forthright  in  Her
declaration  of  what  She  is  as  His
`partner',  and  makes  no  overblown

claims.  She  freely  owns,  and  doesn't
conceal,  those  feelings  of hatred  she
has for those who hate Her:  ". . .I hate
pride,   aITogance,  the  evil  way  and
duplicity in speech".

If we look at the role offJochmcrfe in
relation to the other two archetypes we
find She is a mediator and this is not a
simplistic ye/zer rot/,  ye/zer Rcr, Good
inclination,  Evil  inclination  situation.
These  are  complementary  Sfeek¢z.#czfe
and  Lilith  energies.  fJocfemczfe  guides
us in balancing them, sees them from a
timeless, infinite view. She is a Tree of
Life  -  so  many  trees,  rooted  in  the
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ground,  in  the  past,  outlive  human
beings.

"The  Hebew  Goddess" by Raphael

Patai is academically recognised as the
source of information on the Shekhinah
and Lilith and  other figures  and their
cultivation  within   the   Kabbalistic
tradition   and   literature.   My   own
exploration  is  of  the  here-and-now
manifestation  of these  archetypes,  in
our body experiences, and in the body
politic.  As  we  became  aware  of how
our  bodies  function,  the  patterns  and
areas of control, oftension and release,
some  conscious,  some  unconscious,
and how they are set off by the outside
events, we see the different behaviour
of    the    S'¢efrfez.72czfe    and    Lilith    -
seemingly,  but  not  totally,  opposite
reactions.

Breathing,   digestion,  sexual  re-
sponse, hip movements are all part of
this- as are eye movements. In critical
situations   the  S¢efrfez.7zcr%,   with   Her
divine  mission  to  encourage  human
creativity,  will  keep  calm,  maintain
hope and trust - but perhaps by being
blind,  somewhat  remote  from  harsh
reality. Lilith doesn't trust that -She is
too   conscious   of  being   trapped,
ignored, which makes Her frantic and
hysterical.

Ultimately,  these  are  the  reactions
of women  in  childbirth,  in  extremis,
wanting  the  joy  of a  new  arrival,
tormented by the agony which must be
endured,   because   of   the   sexual
imperative to reproduce.

These    are    inescapable   truths.
fJocfemczfe, in Her wisdom, has to help
the process along - a sort of midwife.
The  experience  is  most likely that of
the   baby   also,   and   imprinted   in
everyone who  exercises power in the
world.

Psychodrama  can  explore  the  rela-
tionship between these three and God,
a dance of four powerful figures.

The status of j7och77ecz:7z remains, for
me,  unsatisfactory.  It is well-nigh  in-
sulting to hide Her, when She deserves
to  be  honoured.   She  could  be  the
Hoftarah fior Shabbat Bereishit. `What
is  really  offensive  is  the  way  She  is
subsumed  into  Torah  in  the  Sabbath
moming  service,  Her wisdom  appro-
priated  and offered as His.  When the
Se/er rorczfe is returned to the Ark we
are urged by  God not to  abandon the
teachings of His Torah: "It is a tree of
life for those who hold it fast, and all
who cling to it find happiness." I find
that such an affront that I avoid going
to moming services and prefer to attend
Erev  Shabbat  se;Iviees.  A fe;IV  words
could adjust this - "Where is Wisdom?
She   is   ..."   Such  petty  plagiarism  is
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hardly worthy of a great religion.
We need to return to the story of the

Garden  of Eden.  That  is  where  our
religion  `began'.  The  role  of women
was defined there - though, typically,
there  are  two  versions  of  how  Eve
came  into  being  relative  to  Adam.
Whatever  status  we  may  grant  the
matriarchs, for instance in the 4mz.c7c7fe,
it  is  the  psychic,  symbolic  power  of
these original events which count. This
is where Lilith, sometimes called `The
First  Eve',  refused  to  accept  Adam's
sexual   dominance   and  fled  to   the
desert,  calling  out  the  secret  name  of
God.     How     did     she     know     it?
Subsequently  it  is  in  Eden  that  God
demonstrates   his   power    `with   a
vengeance'   and  Eve  is  shamed  and
subordinated in a ruthless, violent way.
There   is   little   benign,   motherly
common  sense  around,  no  love.  This
God  sets  a pattern  for male  dictators
for  ever  after  and  condemns  Eve
(Lilith) to dreadful childbearing.

From  the  beginning  of  the   19th
century the global, male-driven power
of technology  developed  unchecked,
suffocating   the   spirit.   Its   worst
phenomenon was  Hitler's regime, yet
therewereothergenocides,relentlessly
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taking advantage of improved techno-
logy. It was in the spirit of Lilith that a
small  group  defled  that  power  in  the
9/11  attack, unleashing further warring.
Lilith is driven. She will inevitably suf-
fer.  There  will  be  reprisals,  greater
control. This terrifies Her. She can only
understand  territorial,  not  transcend-
ent, power.

We have to understand,  sympathise
with the tormented Lilith, who  is part
of what we are.

Lilith/Eve is the one who, innocent,
na.1.ve,   sees   what  is   obvious   and   is
ignored,   sees   that   if  men   spawn
millions   of  weapons  there  will  be
uncurtailed  destruction.   She  sees  the
obvious too, that God apparently only
exists from the waist upwards. He sees,
speaks,  uses  His  powerful  ams  and
hands. Something is missing. Consider
the   implications   of   this   for   the
transition to Christianity, with its male
deity who walked on earth.

Finally,   another  woman   who   is
rarely noticed.  Someone mentioned to
me  how  the  current  crisis  resembles
the disaster that befell Job. I tuned to
Jung's remarkable  `4#swer Zo /ob ',  in
which  he  analyses  the  questionable
power  of  yofewefe,  and  the  way  that

power manipulates the men who argue
with him and among themselves. Jung
suggests   that  the   Sophia/fJocfewczfe
archetype  is being ignored.  That I  am
gratified to hear.

But I still want an  `47?swcr /o /ob 's
Wz/e '.  She, when disaster strikes, says
simply   "Do   you   still   keep   your
integrity  (faith)?  Blaspheme  ...  curse
your God and die". She is ticked off, of
course, as a foolish woman. These two
verses   are   followed  by   forty-two
chapters  of  complex  debate,  much
celebrated. Job's wife, who is not even
given a name, speaks from her down-
to-earth   intuitive  wisdom:   There   is
something  amiss  with  this  God  you
have envisaged. Nobody comforts her
in  her grievous  loss.  She just  `gets  on
with it' , as women do, looking after the
men, and whatever is left to salvage I

ALIX  PIRANI  grac7z/cz/ec7 /row   CczmbrJ.c7ge,
leaching  and  lecturing  in  English  i;or  twenty
years.   She  then  trained  and  practiced  as   a`mind-body-spirit'   therapist.   She   has  foul.

children and lives in Bristol.

For a  detailed account of tlie exploration
of feminine  archetypes,  send  £1  to  Alix
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IS THAT MAHLER I  HEAR?
Theresa Turk

THERE WAS A BEAUTIFUL
young   man   in   my   year   at
medical  school.  So  beautiful,

that the local photographer placed his
portrait in the centre of his display for
several weeks. I made it my business to
go past the photographer's window as
often as possible. It was easier to stand
and admire the likeness than the reality,
at  which  times  the  clever  repartee
rehearsed in private would fail me.  I
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was aware that never could I match up
to  his  taste  in music  or the  arts,  his
political-insider knowledge or indeed
anything else. Neither could I match up
to  Estelle,  she who had elbowed her
way to  the  table  he  occupied  in  the
dissection   room   and   whose   head
nestled close to his as they dissected a
shared limb.

The first year exams were looming,
when   to   my   amazement   Adonis

approached me with the suggestion that
I visit him at home, where I could share
the   use   of  his   microscope   -   he
possessed one of his own and thereby
kept the  lead in the Histology class.  I
arrived to find the house very quiet and
very dim. His parents were out and we
would not be disturbed and after all the
only  light  we  really  needed  was  the
lamp  for  the  microscope  mirror.  He
said  how  comfortable  I  would  be  on
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the sofa and after some fumbling since
the record player was in a dark comer
of the room, he put on a disc and came
and sat down next to me. "Of course",
he began, "you do know `Das Lied von
der Erde' -I did not. "So profound and
so very, very earthy". I needed to cover
my  Ignorance.  ``Please",  I  said,  could
we  have  a  look  at  some  blood  films
while  we  listen?  It  is  the  lymphocyte
series  -  I  can  not  sort  them  out  and
they are bound to come up in the paper
somewhere".  He  stopped  licking  my
ear,  got up  and  switched on the  main
light  and  went  over  to  a  handsome
mahogany  cabinet  fitted  with  sliding
trays.  "Nice, is not it" he said, pulling
out two or three drawers at a time and
spilling  microscope  slides  on  to  the
floor.  "A  present  from  my  Dad  for
nearly getting the Biochemistry prize -
my  old  man  -  he  is  OK  -  makes  a
fortune from those Fury Boy anoraks
you see all the yobs wearing -bugger -
I can not find the one with the normal
smear - but do not wony, I have got an
idea".  From  under the table he pulled
out a plastic bag and from it withdrew
a  hypodermic   syringe  and  needle
which clearly had been used before. ``1
have been practising venesection a bit
-  with  Estelle".  He  grinned.  I  could
hardly bear to  think what might have
gone  on  during  those  blood  letting
sessions.  He  moved  to  a  gilt  rococo
framed mirror over the cocktail cabinet
and began to stab  at his  face,  first on
the   chin   and   when   evidently   no
satisfaction  was  forthcoming,  on  his
forehead and cheeks. It had not struck
me before - Adonis had acme. At last,
one of the pustules produced sufficient
material,  which  he  smeared  onto  a
clean slide. From a rack he took a small
bottle with a dropper, which contained
a  purple  liquid  and  squeezed  two  or
three drops onto the smear. "Come and
sit next to me" he said, "while the stain
works"  and  threw  me  a  meaningful
smile.  By  now  three  or  four  watery
yellowish-red  rivulets  were  dribbling
down  his  face.  This  was  far,  too  far
from the  intimate  intellectual  evening
that  I  had  been  anticipating.  "I  am
sorry" I blurted "I have got to go - it is
my mother - she  is mad with me  if I
come home late -where's my coat? I
had to let myself out".

I had not yet come to terms with the
blighted  relationship,  when  a  few
weeks later Adonis drew up a stool to
the table where I dissected in company
with  a  fat girl who  had halitosis.  She
was  at  lunch.  "Pity  you  had  to  rush
away the other evening - your mother
and all that".  He  stroked my neck,  "I
find it so easy talking to you and there
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is  something  very  personal  I  want  to
tell you".  My heart beat fast.  "Estelle
and  I  are  getting  married  -  never
thought I'd do the middle class thing -
but there you are".

Through  gritted teeth  I  emitted one
or two sentences of congratulation and
hopes  for  the  future  and  turned  to  a
newly discovered interest in the course
of the radial nerve and its branches.

It was  almost two  decades  later,  in
Harrods,  an  improbable  place  for me,
but their sale was on, that I felt a hand
on my shoulder - it was Adonis.  The
fagade was ravaged but some remains
of past glory brought back a whiff of
the  old  ecstasy.  "How  marvellous  to
find  you  here"  he  began  "and  even
more  delightful  than  in  memory".  I
replied - very  carefully,  "You  do  not
look  too   bad   yourself  and  how's
Estelle?" He gave a shudder. "Terrible
mistake  that,  she  really  was  not  my
type,  no  class,  walked  out  after  six
months,  got  herself into  some  awful
little  general  practice  in  Watford  or
somewhere. Listen, I have got a pad at
the Barbican for when I am in London.
Come and have a look at it and at me
too  -  say,  nine  o'clock  tomorrow  -
fantastic!   You   haven't  lived  until
you've tasted my coq au vin -but must
rush now -I am off to the Food Hall".

The  following  evening,  somewhat
impeded by a new pair of ankle boots
as well as the lift being out of order, I
made  my  way  up  to  the  penthouse
apartment. Adonis opened the door and
the  odour  of un-hoovered  carpet rose
to meet me.  On a coffee table, ringed
with glass stains was a dish with a few
olives  and  some  fragmented  crisps.
"Expect  you've   eaten   already"  -

actually I had not - ``let me get you a
drink - make yourself comfortable on
the sofa". I decided to eat the crisps. ``1
am in the cosmetic surgery racket you
know"  he  said,  "used  to  be  a  mug's
game  but  now  the  bloody  property
developers  ask  if  I  am  a  specialist
before  they  let  me  touch  their  girl
friends". He came and sat down next to
me.  I  noted  that  the  roots  of his  hair
were  ready  to  be  touched  up.  "Well,
we always fancied each other all those
years  ago,  did  not  we?  Here's  some
special  music  to  warm  you  up".  He
pressed a button on a loaded cassette.
The  first  bars  of  `Das  Lied  von  der
Erde'  boomed  out  majestically,  when
the telephone rang. He rose awkwardly
to answer it. ``Oh, it is you" he said, his
voice  becoming  lower  and  thicker,
"yes, I know, yes, it is our music I am

playing, yes, I am alone - can not stop
thinking about you". He made a sort of
nonchalant shrug over his shoulder and

whispered to me that he was taking the
phone in to the bedroom, which he did,
murmuring  to   the   caller,   "No,   of
course there is nobody but me here". I
found my coat and let myself out.

Outside  it was  raining.  At the  bus-
stop,  with  no  umbrella  or  rain  hat,  I
recalled that Gustav Mahler, himself a
Jew, desired to become the Director at
the Vienna Opera for which post it was
necessary  to  be  a  Christian.  He  was
duly baptised, after which a colleague
asked  how  different  he  felt  after  the
ceremony. He replied that his neck felt
very  damp.  A damp neck was  indeed
the  only and transient souvenir I, too,
had left of a lost era of my life I

THERE
MUST BE
AGOD

Theresa Turk

WiueE;e¥::Eat:A:,?hg::s::I::
in a hamlet about a mile from a small
village.   All   major   requirements,
however, need to come from our nearest
market town, Hadleigh, which takes ten
minutes  to  get  to  by  car.  On  one
particular shopping excursion, the boot
having been loaded up, I drove out of
the Co-op car park, on to the High Street
and thence on to the green lane leading
home - honoured by the nomenclature
but not the width expected of an `A' road
- when  I  heard  the  ominous  clunk-
clunk-clunk diagnostic of a punctured
tyre. We were already well into beautiful
but barely occupied countryside with no
lay-byaround,whenmercifully,virtually
at that  moment,  we  came  on  an  old
timber-framed roadside inn, the White
Horse, on to the parking lot of which I
steered the  faltering  car.  The  White
Horse had only recently changed hands,
in fact there was an estate agent's sign
in the yard  confirming the  sale.  I  got
out  my  mobile  `phone  and  rang  the
usually very co-operative local garage,
only to be told that both their break-
down  vehicles  were   out  and  not
expected back for some hours.  There
was nothing else to do but to try the AA
and I was indeed dialling the number,
when out of the building strode a man
with a dog, who  on  seeing us  at once
approached.

"Hello,  what  are  you  doing  here?"

continued on next page
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he  asked.  I  explained  and  apologised
for  the  intrusion,  which  I  hoped  the
AA would deal with very shortly. The
man frowned, " Wait a minute - do not
`phone  the  AA  -  I  have  been  the

licensee here for years -they are letting
me  stay  on  until  the  legal  bits  and
pieces of the house sale are over -and
I  cannot  tell  you  how  many  people
have stood and called the AA from this
place,  only  to  wait  goodness  knows
how long for them to arrive. Show me
the  flat tyre - have you got a spare?
1'11  change  it for you".  He jacked up
the   wheel   and  began   a   one-sided
conversation  which  clearly  did  not
require  any  answers.  "Some  months
ago  I  came  down  for  breakfast.  My
wife  was  already  eating  her  egg  and
wearing her winter coat and high boots.
By her chair stood a strapped suitcase.
I was completely taken aback. I asked
her what the suitcase was in aid of. She
said, "After breakfast I am leaving you.
I am not coming back". Yes - mad as a
hatter - she was going off with a chap
ten years her junior. Said he had more
to give her -don't know what it was he
had that I hadn't." There then followed
an  account of how there  was  nothing
wrong with him - particularly in bed.
No details spared. I had been trained in
the techniques of psychotherapy and it
had been impressed on me that it was
thejob of the therapist to listen and not
intermpt.  In  this  instance  there  was
simply  no  opportunity  to  interrupt.
Finally the spare tyre was in place and
the car on four wheels again.  By now
the   licensee  was   smiling  warmly,
waved aside the proffered five pound
note  and  generously  invited  us  to  be
shown  round  the  historic  inn.  After
which, relieved and grateful we drove
off

A few days later we were visited by
Hadleigh friends, Ann and Mike. They
are what I recognise as true Christians.
Tolerant  and  charitable,  they  respect
all  beliefs  and  make  no  attempt  to
proselytise.  Indeed,  we  share  a  close
mutual friend who can be described as
a  committed  atheist.  She  is  accepted
with  no  questions  asked.  On  being
recounted our experience at the White
Horse, they said at once they knew all
about the lady who had run off out of
the  blue,  in  fact  they  had  frequently
had meals at the inn - the cooking was
good -but of late all the host wanted to
talk  about  -  to  anybody  -  was  this
awful business and nobody wanted to
hear.  Some people got so put off they
stopped going there to eat.  Somewhat
humorously I remarked how lucky we
had been, not only to get to the place
but to find the large parking lot, so one
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could say there must be a God who had
guided us there.  On the  other hand,  if
there was a God, why did he let us get a
flat tyre?  "Well",  said Ann,  a  sort of
smile,  more  of a  grin  spreading  over
her  face,  "it  is  all  part  of  His  great
universal plan. God wanted somebody
who    would    listen,    who    would
understand this  chap.  He knew that is
your line so He sent you to do the job".
Oh, well, now we know I

THERESA TURK tvc}s c!  Ge#erc]/ P/.czc/I./j.o77e7.
in north  London f;or  over  thirty  years.  She  has
interests  not  only  in  life  experiences  gathered
from  those  years,   but   also   in  poetry   and
genealogy. She and her late husband Professor
John   Turk   took   a   house   in   the   Suffolk
countryside many years ago which also appeal.s
in some Of her short stories.

LOOK FORWARD
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were  when  there  was  a  risk  that  a
constituent synagogue might withdraw
from the Movement.  Then,  as  earlier
with  the  failed  merger  negotiations
between  the  Reform  and  Liberal
Movements, financial implication was
a  major  factor,  although  strangely,
mention is not now made of the larger
financial   muscle   of  a   combined
Movement.

If we  step  back  and  consider  the
relatively tiny size of shrinking Anglo-
Jewry, the two movements both being
part of the World Union of progressive
Judaism,  their  rabbis  trained  at  the
same   college   and   moving   easily
between  the  two  Movements  and  no
doubt back again - is it not time for a
rethink?

It has been said with authority that if
there  was  the  will,  the  theological
differences  could  be  settled  over  a
weekend.   The   diversity   in   each
Movement  would  not  be  lessened  if
they  came  together.  The  profile  of
Progressive  Judaism  in  Anglo-Jewry
would be immensely strengthened and
the  talents  of each  Movement  would
be combined into a formidable whole.

It is to be hoped that the present and
future  financial  "crunches"  will  not
force  a  merger  of  sorts  solely  for
financial    reasons,    although    the
financial savings would be substantial.
The recent Statement of Collaboration
between Reform,  Liberal  and Masorti
is  another  important  step  in  the  right
direction. But can we not look forward

to a Federation of Liberal and Refomi
Synagogues  housed  in  a  new  Hugo
Gryn  Living  Judaism  Building  at  the
Sternberg  Centre,  worthy  to   stand
beside  the  impressive  Akiva  School
and  the  new  New  North   London
Synagogue soon to be built? I

Neville Sassienie
Hemel Hempstead, Herts
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confirms Rabbi  Brichto's  explanation
that the RSGB withdrew because there
was  a  significant  minority  in  their
movement who  were opposed to  any
such amalgamation. If Raymond is right
insayingthatnonewstepsordepartures
are  taken  by  the  RSGB  without the
"total"   consent   of  tie   member

synagogues, then one can only wonder
why  they   ever  embarked  on  the
negotiations,  since  it was  common
knowledge from the outset that two of
their    largest    synagogues     were
intransigently opposed to any merger,
and   such  views  were  more  than
adequately   represented   on   their
negotiating team.

Raymond     does     suggest     that
patrilineality  was  a  major  stumbling
block  to   agreement,  but  he  must
remember that under the guidance  of
Rabbi John Rayner on the one side and
Rabbi  Hugo  Gryn  on  the  other  a
compromise  formula  was  proposed
which appeared to be acceptable to the
majority of both teams. But then after
many hours of constructive discussion
RSGB unilaterally pulled the plug.

This  is  all  past  history,  times  and
views  move  on,  and  personalities
change, but at least what happened 25
years ago should be squarely faced.

Whether the RSGB would have been
torn  apart  or  whether  a  single,  if
diverse, progressive movement would
have  had  more  power  and  a  greater
appeal  we  will  never  know.  But  I
cannot   help   wondering   whether
Rabbis Goldsmith, Wright, Middleton,
Wallach,   Black,   Plumb,   Tobias,
Sheridan, Wolff, Zalud, Kraft, Freeman,
James  and  Magonet,  who  have  all
apparently moved seamlessly between
our two movements, share Raymond's
complacent view .

Clive Winston
Long Past Chairman of ULPS

Barnet, Herts
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William Wolff

8ENYAMIN NETANYAHU WOULD
never get  my vote,  even  in  the
unlikely,  nay happily impossible

event of his name popping up on some
candidates'  list  in  South  Oxfordshire.
For  all  that,  I  wish  him well  with  all
my heart as he assumes the direction of
the Israel government. For the survival
of the state is inseparably linked to the
fate of its governments. And the stand-
ing and security of Jews throughout the
world,  even  on  this  sceptred  isle,  are
bound up with the fortunes of that state.
However comfortable or otherwise we
may be with that bond, we can never
tear it asunder.

#
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where Moses is about to hit the buffers
-in his case the Red Sea. Facing it, he
felt  as  trapped  as  a  Great  Western
locomotive rolling  towards  the  Costa
coffee bar at the  end  of Paddington's
platforms. Until Moses stretched out his
arm  ...  and  the  rest  became  Jewish
history. This trundled into my mind with
urgent vividness  as  I  approached the
Chiswick Flyover from the west,  had
an urgent appointment in south London,
and   was   suddenly   caught   in   an
immovable jam. In desperation, I took
my left hand off the wheel and stretched
out my arm. In front of me not even one
car began  to  move.  With both  hands
back  on  the  steering,  I  tried  the  next
ploy. My hands stayed on the wheel -
we Jews  do not need to  fold them  in
prayer. Nor, except on Yom Kippur, do
we need our knees. Our hearts and lips
are   all   that   is   required.   Avinoo
Shebashamayim  ...  Our  Father  in
Heaven  ...  The  words  began  to  form.
And as they did, the car in front began
tocrawl.Itjustwenttoshow-thepower
of prayer still sweeps all before it.

#
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beyond measurement on my tapes. But

it is my most precious possession.  My
British  passport.  So  precious  beyond
price because I remember the days when
I  did not have one,  when  I was nomi-
nally a German national, though I had
never lived there from the day I was six
years, seven months and two weeks old.
I had to ask the Home Office for some
sort of travel  document before I  could
go to Paris for the first time in my life.
These days my passport never leaves my
right-hand jacket pocket,  except mom-
entarily  at  immigration  control  at
Heathrow and Hamburg. I pull it out on
one  other,  now  tiresomely  repetitive
occasion.  Whenever  I  am  asked  to
defend or at least account for Israeli ac-
tions  in  the  Gaza  strip.  "I  am  not  an
Israeli,"  I  insist  as  I  produce  the  evi-
dence. "And I am not a spokesman for
the Israeli state. They have an embassy
in London, or Berlin or almost any other
capital you care to name." And it is their
job to defend Israel 's actions. Not mine.
Nor  do  I  regard  it  as  appropriate  to
attack Israeli  actions.  My life is not at
stake  in  its  security.  It  is  those  whose
lives are bound up with  its  day to  day
fate who have the right to an opinion on
its policies. They are the only Jews who
have that right. I have the luxury of an
official residence in East Germany and
an  untidy  bungalow,  of which  I  am
deeply fond, on the edge of the Chiltem
Hills. My homes and my passport keep
me utterly safe. That leaves me withjust
one  duty  - to  keep  my  lips  pressed
tightly shut.

#

German  youths  belong  to  far  right
groupsthanmainstreamparties.Andthat
did not make me  lose  a wink of sleep.
Because the smaller print underneath told
me that five per cent of German boys
aged 15 belonged to right wing extrem-
ist groups. That means that 95 per cent
do not. That is an overwhelming major-
ity that can only add to the depth of my
sound sleep. For there is neither soil nor
climate for right wing extremism in to-
day's utterly democratic Germany.

#
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begins   God   is   my   Shepherd   -

continues to puzzle me. For one thing,
it  has  reigned  for  only  some  nine
decades.  Until  about  1920,  the  23rd
Psalm was just one  of 150. And then,
for  reasons  which  no  one  has  so  far
fathomed,  it zoomed to the top of the
Psalm pops in the Anglican church. And
from the Church of England, it proved
but a short hop to the synagogues and
cemetery prayer halls of Britain. There
also  it repels  all  competition  from  its
149 equals. So what has it got? A mental
picture of green fields, another one of
quiet streams. Is that really the stuff of
which day dreams are made in Radlett,
Edgware,  and  Westcliff?  Or  is  it  the
shepherd with his command of mangers
and  watering  holes  whose  mobile
number  every  suburbanite  longs  to
store?
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this recognition because some 85 years
ago she was the first woman in Prussia
to become a practising lawyer. With the
exception of their army, the Prussians
lagged behind over various fields. Her
achievements  added  early  lustre  to  a
family that became famous for its rabbis
- Eli Munk in Golders Green was not
the only one. Marie herself was baptised
as  a protestant  shortly after her birth.
Her parents  had undergone  the  same
baptism some years before. It happened
in the best and most frumm of families.

#
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the  head  of the  Hebrew  and  Jewish
Studies  department  at  University
College, London.  Her department was
ranked   third,    after   Oxford   and
Cambridge, for research on religion. On
which  this  scholar  commented  with
pride: "We are a small department with
seven and a bit people ..... " Which bit, I
wonder I

RABBI  WILLIAM  WOLFF  I.a  /#e  regz.o#c}/
Rabbi   in   North   East   Germany.    He   has
previously served congregations in Wimbledon,
Brighton,    Reading,    Milton    Keynes    and
Newcastle upon Tyne. He trained at Leo Baeck
College,  and  started  in  the  rabbinate  as  an
assistant  to  the  late  Rabbi  Hugo  Gryn  at  the
West  London  Synagogue.



THE STERNBERG CENTRE  FOR JUDAISM
AN OPEN  DOOFI TO JEWISH  LIFE

The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80  East End  Poad,  Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community,  is the largest Jewish  religious,  educational  and cultural centre in  Europe.

It is the home of The Movement for Peform Judaism,  Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the
New North  London  Masorti  Synagogue. The Sternberg  Centre provides  many programmes and

amenities,  including  a library,  bookshop, the Strudel Caf6 and extensive grounds.

i:.;i.i                 The sternberg centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.

THE  MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
LIVING  IN  THE AGE  OF ANXIETY
Tuesday 28th April -Tuesday 30th June 2009
Lessons from our past to help face an uncertain
future. A programme of ten weekly sessions designed
to help us deal with the anxiety and  uncertainty we are
facing  in the current economic crisis.The Movement
for Reform Judaism  has assembled ten  leading
teachers  and  experts for weekly inter-active sessions
to help provide us with the tools for developing a
response to  Living  in the Age of Anxiety.  By drawing
on  past experiences in our Jewish  history, we can
identify issues which are  highly relevant to today's
situation and we can see that we are not just isolated
individuals  but part of a  chain which  remains
unbroken. We hope that you will join  us and contribute
to the sessions and by the end of the course,

```                participants will  have  distilled  their own  guidelines  in  a

way which they can share with others. We think you
will find that Reform  Judaism  is fully in touch with
modern  life and can  put the current problems we are
all experiencing  into a context we can  begin to
understand  better. At The Sternberg  Centre -£125 for
the Course. Tuesday evenings 7.30pm -9.30pm
Email:  jon@paps2.demon.co.uk

NEW NORTH  LONDON  SYNAGOGUE
TIKUN  LEYL  SHAVUOT:  REVELATION(S)
Sessions with  special guest Michael Wegier,  Director
of Melitz and  Rabbi Jonathan Wittenberg,  Rabbi
Chaim Weiner,  Rabbi  Lee Wax,  Markus Lange and
others.  Please book via the NNLS office 020 8346
8560.  Or email  office@nnls-masorti.org.uk

NEW NORTH  LONDON  SYNAGOGUE
in association with the Three Faiths Forum
UNDERSTANDING  ISLAM
Mondays lst 8th 15th and 22nd June at 8:00pm
A 4 part course, with  Dr Chris Hewer,  St Ethelburga
Fellow in  Christian-Muslim  Relations,  The  St
Ethelburga Centre.  please book via the NNLS  office
020  8346  8560.  Or email  office@nnls-masorti.org.uk

NEW NORTH  LONDON  SYNAGOGUE
Jews, Refugees and Asylum Seekers
Wednesdays  lst, 8th,  |5th & 22nd July at 8:00pm
4 sessions run by JCORE -the Jewish Council for
Racial  Equality
Please book via the NNLS office 020 8346 8560
0r  email  office@nnls-masorti.org.uk

THE MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
JEWISH  JOURNEYS
A MOROCCAN  JEWISH JOURNEY
Thursday 15th -Sunday October 2009
With Jeremy Leigh & Julian  Resnick
Where East meets West;  `Rabat,  Meknes,  Fes,
Merzouga,  Quarzazate, the  High Atlas,  Todra,
Marrakech'.
Magical  names, fabulous colours,  sounds and smells

which form the backdrop to one of the most amazing
Jewish  Stories from  both ancient and  modern times.
Morocco,  once home to  a  major Jewish  communfty,
today a shadow of its former Jewish self...  but what a
gorgeous,  different and sensuous shadow!  Cost:
£1,520,  single supplement £350* P/us r/i.ghfs
To register your interest or to get an application form
please contact us at
jewishjourneys@reformjudaism.org.uk/
resnicj@gmail.com  or call  020  8349  5684*
This price includes 8&8 accommodation in 4 star
hotels,  all entrances,  all programming, 7 dinners and 3
lunches and  is based on 25  participants. We reserve
the right to add a surcharge if there is a significant
devaluing  of the  pound  sterling.

THE STERNBERG  CENTRE
The Sternberg Painters invite you to an
EXHIBITION  of RECENT WORK
in  oil,  acrylic and watercolour
Wednesday lst -Tuesday 21st April 2009
Please contact June Lewis for information  and to
book viewing - 020 8349 5724
Email  june.Iewis@manorhousetrust.org.uk

LEO  BAECK COLLEGE
Leo  Baeck College  Diaries and  Blank New Year Cards
will  be available to purchase from the end of June 09.
Please call  ldit on  020 8349 5604 or email
ldit.Ginsberg@lbc.ac.uk for  more  information

SAVE THE DATE AND PUT IT IN YOUR DIARY NOW!
LEO  BAECK COLLEGE  SUMMER INSTITUTE
Tuesday 30th June -Thursday 2nd July 2009
Venue: Avenue House,17 East End Road,
Finchley,  London  N3  3QE
A unique development opportunity for Jewish
professionals,  voluntary leaders,  rabbis,  educators
and teachers. To book a place and for further
information  Tel:  020  8349  5600
Please  email:  madeleine.turner@lbc.ac.uk
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